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s-commerce (electronic om mer • or ' llinn f good and 
m kc purchasing 
easier for customer. l lowcv r, it will m ney to build up a 
dynamic -c mrncrcc web itc. T thi \ ue w b-based E-commerce 
development tool i developed to er te w b p g to l\ing the orporation 's products. The 
proposed project ffcrs a web-ba cd service t let any shopping stores build their own web 
store from tart to finish. It include t mplate for online shopping cart, backend management 
and database. The dynamic database i hooked up to the existing back-end system for order 
fulfillment (storefront) and member registration process (storefront). 
The aim of this project - Online hopping Cart and Ordering System (OSCOS) is to 
develop and design the e-commerce application for a shopping cart and ordering system. 
This pr ject also defines the objectives, scope, problems and tools to use that should b 
identified before the development f this system. 
everal research and ca e study had d ne t d as ssrncnt and vi 'W 1b ut th 
y tent Waterfall M de\ us d a a m th dol gy f the · ct. Thr -ti r 
c\i nt/scrver t rchitecture will b implemented t m de\ the sy t mar hitc tur . \11 A \dili n, 
Online h pping art and rdcring ystcm ( ) is plaun 'd I b • d ·v I p d b u inu 
Per onal l lorne Page l lP) technol gy and Apache W b rv 'r n th Wind v 
platform utilizing database created u ing My . Th y t nd 
upporting c ncurrcnt user to interact with th y tern 
inally, the intend d nlinc h pping 
able to pr uce the w b pag that all w u er t d 
rn 
and 
pr ducts. A data ase al ha t be impl mcntcd f r 't ring data that uld b r tri r r 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Dealership E- omrnerce Packs 
The term " 'lcctronic mrncrc " 
notion of electronic . hopping to m an II sp 
processes enabled by the Internet and the W rl Wid 
" h Iv d from its meager 
tr nsa tions and market 
logies. It is like a process 
of buying and selling product , rvice , and information o r computer networks. 
By now, everyone has done it - his/her ha bought something online. Maybe they 
have purchased quite a bit ff the Web. If so, they ar in good company: consumers around 
the world arc logging on in dr vcs, and shopping ups a storm. Which all points to one 
conclusion -- if any corporations have got something to sell, they would be wise to start 
selling it online. 
l lowever, it will cost them a lot of money to build up a dynamic e-commerce 
website. T overcome the pr blem faced in the conventional e-commerce business m d 
Dealer hip - ommerce Package i being developed. A corporation develop this pr p d 
project· that it ffer a free w b-ba ed service t let deal r build their wn W •h st< r fr m 
start t fini h, including all of the lcm nts that they w ulcl cxpc t in a t r 'U h L 
shopping cart , credit card pr ccssing, and even pr rnoti nal t Is. It •111bl s th 
corporati n to widen its sale coverage and tap new market by providing a dynami 
c mmerce web page for the dealer t s lling their wn pr du t . 111 th m •nn tim , th, 
dealers must be agree to include the corporati n ' s pr duct· in their d vcl p ·d w •l pa 1 s 
well. 
Thi pr p luc.ling: 
)..- nlin Inv nt ry ntr I 
)..- nlinc hopping art & rdcring ystcm 
)..- 
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Tam going to develop an nlinc h Pl in 
hopping cart mean 
purchase. Meanwhile, ordering i d fin 
S stem whi h i one of 
hopping Cart 
, t m developed for a 
nlin nd drop it in a cart for 
mm n t rder" or " to give or place 
the main modules in this 
an order". The nline hopping art & Ordering Sy t mi an essential part of e-commerce 
solution. The y tern combin s online shopping art and ordering process into an easy-to- 
use interface. ustomers can ea ily elect merchandise, review their selections and make 
their purchases with ut having to understand the complexities of a merchandise database. 
The system will publish a front tore at Internet and offers web site visitors the 
convenience of ordering directly via the Internet 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. 
Basically, the shopping cart and ordering system can be divided into 2 sections: Customer 
ection (Storefront) and Administrator ection ( tore back). 
The customer section is de igned to function a an nline catal gu , whi h dls: la , 
all the pr duct available at the web page. s rs an view all the related pr du t av ii l 1 
in the st re r search on certain pr ducts by using s arch ngin pr vid 'd by th, s . t m, 
Besides, th system will provide a login y tem for auth rizcd mcmb rs t sh p n-lin ' 
for the new vi itor who wi h to regi ter themsclve a authoriz d mcmb r , 
ystern will provid regi tration procedure f r them t rcgi l r via the Int rn t. M r r, 
the ystern will als enable exi ting member t updat their wn pr fil 
occur. urtherrn re, system will b quipped with h pping art t 
us r in their ordering proc . 'he shopping a l y t m will k p tra k rd nnu 
inf rrnati n and nab! us r t manipulate th ir rd r . All r mpl tin pr u t 
selection, users may make their payrn nl u sing th payrn nt y t m pti n pr id I b th, 
.yst '111. 
F r the administrator . 'Cli 11, SI Ill \ ill 'lnblish an rhcr di ' r nt 
web rite f r th· st 'Ill ad mini 'trnl r. 'i11 this ·ecti n, adrnini: trat r ar grant d 1 









Chapter 1 : Introduction 
1.3 Project Objectives 
Today, the Internet is on the v 'rg I' be l min !\ l l 11 mark 'tr la ti r rvices 
and information di' cminati n, With th' loom of th ~1 
base shopping ordering ystcm will 
mm r r volution, web 
market share in 
Malaysia. Therefore, engaging in thi pr ~ t will mil I pur g od start in joining the 
Internet bandwagon. 
The objectives of the proposed project are list d b Im : 
).. To design and develop an int ractive, user-friendly and reliable web based 
commerce solution for the shopping store to promote and sell products to its 
customers. 
}.- To develop reliable and secure ordering services to the customers to purchase 
the products being pr mated on-line. 
}.- To improve the convenience, accessibility and quality of interaction between 
dealers and cu tamer . 
).- To enable store ad mini trator t maintain the y tern via the J nternct. 
).- To pr vid a c mprchcn iv rdcring y t m for the m .dium . al' 
re to conduct their busine nline, N rrnally nly hug 
plan t c nduct their bu ines thr ugh the w b. N w, rn dium to 
hopping store will also be able t promote and ell their pr du t in th 
Int rnet. 
).- easy maintenance thr ugh th toreback it , the d al r an b ii k p 
track and maintain u tom r pr file, pr duct inf rrnati n, rd r r rd nd 
transacti n f the day. 
);.- Ready-Mark t. 
).- Pr fessionali m & R iliubilit 
1.4 Project cope 
Th sc p r this p1 ~··ti· 
'll irorun 1lll. I'll n ull , 'llll h11Hi, 01' 
f a S t 111 111 
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Customer Section is a series f web pa cs that \ ill nll " xist m 'L' fr m br wsing 
the content of the web site to making rd r thr )lit h th' 
performing onlinc payment transn 'ti n. 
following facilities: 
);.. nable registrati n for new m mb r . 
).- Logging in either as an individual u r/ u t m r nd I gging out. 
~ Allow existing member to login into the system and update his or her own profile. 
ust m r ·ti n will provide the 
);.- Include shopping cart technology into the ystem and allow customers to 
manipulate the ordered products in his/her shopping cart. 
Administrator Section will allow system administrator to access and maintain the 
database. Facilities provided in this section are: 
)..- Maintaining customer ' profile 
)..- Maintaining rder's pr file 
)..> Maintaining and viewing the transaction of the day. 
1.5 Project Expected Outcomes 
As prop sed, th utc mes f the pr ject will be a web-ba cd ati n 
for online shopping cart & ordering y t m. The function r rn dulc that ar 'P ct d in 
thi project arc as below: 
a) Registration Module 
Thi m dulc will enable new user or n n-mcmb r t r gist ir \J ith th 
ystem. The y tern will require u r t fill in a r >i trati 11 f rm and th u r 
inf' rmalion will b k pt in th databa 
b) Login Modul · 
Thi. modul i 1 r "I 011 sibl \ r r allowing lL ·r I id ntif th 'Ill l the 
s ·r rif ·nti n will b · ba sed 11 user id ntif nti n u r id and rd 
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user is a valid user or authorized m nnb r or nlin 
System, then user i allowed 10 lo '.'II\ into 1h1..'\ s. st 'tn 
through tho web peg s and mak or I ir. 
"1rt " r lcring 
ntinu brow ing 
c) Edit/Update ustomer Profit Modul 
Thi part will cnabl auth riz d u rt it his h r own personal profile as 
any changes occur. After user fill d th cu tom r updating form, database will be 
update the particular u er 's information into the customer table and the user 's 
profile is updated. 
d) Shopping Cart & Ordering .Module 
Once the user has been successfully registered on the system, the next phase 
of the application will allow the user to select their desired products from the store. 
After viewing all the related product information, if user would like t made an 
order, he/she can add the product into the shopping cart, system wil I aut mat i II 
um up the t tal amount f the pr duct being ch en and u scr is all w • 1 1 m dif 
his/her shopping cart by remove or changing the rd r. If user w uld lik · t 
purcha e, he/she can amend the order and system will all w user I ch k ur. 
e) Administrator- Order Module 
This module enables administrat r to carch, view and d I t rd r re rd 
in the databa e. After admini urat r I g n t th 
viewed and delet d fr m the rd r r c rd . 
rd r pr f I ' an 
I) Aclmini urator - .uston, •r Module 
Thi m dule enables admini trator arch, icw , nd d I t u t m r 
re rds in the databa ·e. fl •r ndministrnt; r I g n t th st m, r file 
rds.The dcal r al an 
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1.6 Project Limitations and trcngths 
l.6.1 Limitations 
There arc some limitations in this su 1g t d syst im 
>- The system would not general Any print d rep rt. f r h m n g ment. 
~ The system must include the pr du L f th mp n ' h pr vide the e-commerce 
web site for dealer. Ther for , th r ' ill b a pr du t competition because a 
competitive product from th company its If i marketed online together with the 
dealer's products. 
1.6.2 Strengths 
The Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System project can be accomplished with these 
strengths as listed below: 
>- The system is the fir t sy tern, which a company provides a free e-c mm er ' 
development package for the dealer. Thi system never been developed in Mala in 
and it is a new and inter ting pr ject. 
)..- The informati n displayed w uld be w II organized and display cl • y. I 111 ui 11 .r : 
User can rctri ve the related inf rmation efliciently. 
).. The web page that including many image and graphic de ign an b r u ie 'd n I 
sh wu in w b site very fa t. 
~ The database can be ea ily updated pecially the rd rin nd 
information, becau 'e of the data an be aptur 'd dir tly int th ' h n 
ustomcr ubmit the f rm in th web. 
)..- The data of cust mer and rd irin l r rd an b up I, I'd and m int inc I b th 
administrat r time to time. 
urity i''UC is in .mpha i because the u rs need t b autb nti nt cl 
111 mber f the y t 111 before th y .an he k ut the h pping art. 
The ord 't ing ' ·t '111 will be us 'r fri .ndly, 'Y ·t •mnti ·, tidy an I en. ily und b 
'1 
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1.7 Project Schedule 
In view of developing the pr j r, n pr J" ·t s he Iulc is r l un guid line to 
manage the time and La ks n cd to be a ompli h d, Th l r [c t tim elin 1 a hown: 
Jun 2001 Jul - 01 . ugust 2001 





Viva - • Report Completed • - 


















Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Electronic Commerce 
Overview 
Business-centered electronic c mmcr b gan m r th n tw decades ago with the 
introduction of electronic data intcrchang ~DI) b tw n firms (sending and receiving 
order, delivery and payment information). 
Electronic commerce means doing business online or selling and buying products 
and services through Web storefronts. Products being traded may be physical products such 
as used cars or services (e.g. arranging trips, online medical consultation, and remote 
education). Increasingly, they include digital products such as news, audio and video, 
database, software and all types of knowledge-based products. It appears then electronic 
commerce is similar to catalog shopping or home shopping on cable TV. 
Electronic commerce is not limited to buying and selling products online. But, al n 
with customers, it will also find its suppliers, accountants, payment services, g v .rnrn nt 
agencies and competitors nline. This nline or digital pa triers demand changes in the wn 
we do business fr m production to consumption, and they will affect companies wh mi 'ht 
think they are not part of electronic commerce. Along with nlin s lling, I ct 1 oni 
commerce will lead to significant changes in the way products are cu tornizcd, di tribut d 
and exchanged and the way consumers search and bargain for products and and 
consume them. Jn short, the electronic commerce revolution is in it elf ct n pro 
2.1.1 Benefit of Electronic ommerce 
);> nable direct selling of goods and s rviccs v r the Internet. 
).- nable low-cost sale transacti ns. 
).- liminate middleman. 
} trengthen customers' loyalty and de •p in r lati nships. 
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>-- Cost saving by marketing the service or pr du ts ( n th Int »u 't n b l 
expensive than using conventional print in 111 I Io 'um ~nt· \ "li\' 't m th d . 
2.1.2 Electronic Commerce ystem Arehitectur 
2.1.2.1 System Architecture Characteristic 
System architecture i imp rtant m d v loping e- ommerce applications. E- 
commerce is a business solution, not one pecific produ t. Therefore, e-commerce must 
included several components and feature for ma imum effectiveness and they are: 
>-- Flexibility and Scalability - The e-commerce design and infrastructure must be able 
to adjust and expand. Software in the e-commerce environment must be able to 
interpret different data formats and transform these formats into a universal format 
that can be recognized by multiple applications. In addition, the software must be 
able to fine-tune it response to various clients and business partners. 
)... Security - Authentication, encryption and restricted access must be anticipated 
carefully in the application . Jn e-commerce applicati ns, vari us trading part n r 
may receive diffi rent security I vels, depending n the degr ·c f trust and v lumc 
of business in each relationship. 
)... ommunicati n - ornmunicati n link crvice require flexibility b au a t pr 11 
e-commerce application has multiple cornrnunicati n r quirements. 
).> Web support - Software modules in an e-comrner e y t m must up1 11 W b 
capability. 
ata storage - ata must be gularly sav d 111 ar hive st mg r ap] r print 
transaction management. uch management pr vide th pability t tr k 
tran action aim t in real time. 
)... er supp rt - ·-' nuner c cl "ign and I crati ns p rs nn I mu t c ntinu 
upp rt users. uality u r supp rt 1enernlly r ult in a s t m that can m r 
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2.1.2.2 System Core Components 
In general, there are four funciionnl om] oncnis nss 't u l with - mrnerce 
operations: 
)..- A client (or customer) who use a c mput 
the I nternct and initiate pur ha 
mputer) to access 
nne tion may be direct 
via on Internet Service Provid r (ISP) or in ir t - thr ugh a connection to an in- 
house network. 
)..- A merchant and accompanymg omputer ystem - This system store electronic 
catalog information for use by pot ntial buyers. 
)o.- An order processing system - u ed after an actual purchases is made. It performs 
many duties, including general record keeping, payment processing and inventory 
management. 
)..- Payment proce sing - whether by invoicing or payment cards, a merchant must be 
paid. This process can involve interface to payment card netw rks for pay r 
validation, authorization and settlement. 
""'-C mmcrce architecture uses these components 111 diff rent ways. Th y r 'm in 
independent entitie or may be combined in a I gical r uping omput s 1 irn an I 
supporting networks. 
2. l.3 Electronic ommcrce ccurity Issue 
Mo t vend r and analysts argue that transacti n are I 
than in the physical w rid. ""'- mm r c syst ms r m v t mptati n 
ncrypting the number n a serv r. For merchant c-c mm r 
tor that c uld be r bbed, burn" 1 r flood d. N t all c nsumcr 
c mrncrce is ale, but e cpcrts ·ay i-c mmer ' transacti n arc .afcr than rdina 
ard purchas s. 
th t ~- 
Tran iacti 11s • 111 n adu 1' be en .rypt ·d ck t La r 
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travels over the f nternet. SSL uses public key en ryption, nc 
methods around. A way to tell that a w b sit" is sc u r l h.1 
with https:// (thesis f r secure). 
A newer security standard ailed ur !I' tr ni 
way. S -.T encodes the credit ard numbers th t 
and credit card companies can read the number . 
n .ryption 
l is '' h n th, RL begin 
ti ns (SET) is on its 
s rv rs so only banks 
2.2 Existing ystem Review 
2.2.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the existing system review are: 
);.- To avoid the same mistake occurred in the web page development by studying the 
weakness of the existing system. 
>- To put in the good features in the Web page design by studying the strengths of th 
existing system. 
2.2.2 tudying the Exi ting y terns 
2.2.2.l Mid-Valley Mcgamall 
UR : www.midvnll y.com.my 
Mid-Valley Megarnall e-c rnmcrce web site is a compr ·h n ivc nd ri h r in it 
promoting all the store and product available in thi grant hoppin) mall. Th w b it 
provide u cful informati n n tores in the shopping mall, s urc nlin rd ring t m, 
u er-fri ndly int rfac sand many ther related information t the u er . 
Mid-Valley pr idc a I t f'valuabl fcatur s le it 
);.- hopping cart ystcm. Thi sccti n enables u er· t p rf rm all the h pping rt 
fun tion d •v 'loped by I he sh pping mall. 
)..- ace uni registration and login. The 'Y tern ha dcvel ped in uch a , a that 
us .rs ian I gin, re iist ·1, \ Ii at ' hi ·/h r u · .ount, vi ·w 1:111d .dit u · r pr fil • n 
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>- Online merchant. This is a list f stor s in th' m !\II 11n 1i i' nlin 
It enables users to make order thr ugh th Int 'm n. 
Y Store direct ry. Thi is a d tail d d . ripti n nth 
the stores situated in the mall will be sh w d n inn rm ti n f ea h store is been 
provided. 
>- Event list. This is a list of pr moti n v nt th t ' ill b held at the shopping mall. 
);.>- Special promotion. Web page displays the special promotion for certain products 
available in the mall. 
2.2.2.2 WatchesPlanet.com 
URL: www.watchesplanet .  com 
WatchesPlanet.com is one of the region 's earliest and most successful Businesses 
to Consumer web sites offering branded watches to global consumers over the Internet, 
ranking millions in revenue annually. The system was developed using lntersh p 
technology together with advance e-commerce technology. 
The interface de ign i irnple and very ea y to navigate. scrs can browse thr u ih 
all the online selling watche by an ea y clicking on the brand cat g riz I cat ' rt th t 
display n the left of the home page. Before any user place rdcr, t11' mu t • i in up 
member account to be a valid member of the system. 
Wat hesPlanet.com provides a comprehensive ordering crv.cc f r it u r . Th 
simplified and sy tematic shopping cart and ordering system enable u er to pur h n- 
line ea ily. Furthermore, the interface design it 
user . 
Basically, there are s me weaknc c f the Watch· I Ian t. m t rn. 
th re i no pr p r pr c dure for u r to log n t the y l m b cau e it 
pi II , 
rfi 
lesign. er' an be nfuscd when th 'Y want t I g in t the y tern b au d 
not provide the I gin pan I wh in the new us ir · first vi ·it t th sit" 
I • 'id. I th tt, the pr du t b 'll pr )11\ led on the web f n l um i nt fol fill 
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description about the watches. It only displays som im1 )t taut i 't iils su h \ · u 
measurement, model and series. 
I n conclusion, WatchesPJan t. m rd rin 
and quality services to the users. 1 he syst m d si 
easily understood by any users. 1t is a r liabl nd v ll-d 
solution. 
r ring system 
'St matic, tidy and 
- ommerce business 
2.2.2.3 Amazon.com 
URL: www.amazom.com 
Amazon.com opened its virtual doors in July 1995 with a mission to use the Internet 
to transform book buying into the fastest, easiest, and most enjoyable shopping experience 
possible. 
First of all, before any user place order, they must sign up a member account to be a 
valid member of the system. Generally, Amazon.com provided a comprehensive ordering 
system service for its users. Users can either add the items in their wishing list or in to the 
shopping cart. After user add the item in the shopping cart, the system will d t ct th 
irnilar item which is al o selling nline in the web sit s. 1t will display a lin b low th' 
shopping cart to provide a link for users to explore for these items. 
Beside the rdering system, Amazon.com provide mplctc r lat d in!' rmati n 
about the online selling products. For example, users who like l rder a parti ular b k. 
The system will display a full description about the b k and even the revi w f th b k 
by ome experts. 
l lowevcr, there are me w a ne cs f the A111az 11 rdering y t m. h b 
page are too crowed with t o many frame and navigati n bar displa d n it 
prom ti nal offers is being di played on the web ites. It will make u er hard to I re 
their de ired informati n when th y fir 'l visit t the itc . 
The login page is hard t find. ut there i a go d thing ab ut th rd ring tern, 
nee the U ers j log in, the pag S will di .pla the amount of th it '111 in th ir h ppm 
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2.3 Internet Review 
2.3.l Introduction 
The Internet is a global network of mput rs. \ Jpn 
your computer becomes part of this worldwid n t\: rk f 
u nn t t the Internet, 
mput rs. The World Wide 
Web, or the Web, is one of the Internet's m t popul r appli tions. It is a collection of 
interlinked documents that work together u ing a p cifi Internet protocol called HTTP 
(Hypertext Transfer Protocol, the protocol used to serve web pages.). In addition to an 
Internet connection, access to the Web requires a software program called a "browser." 
Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer are currently the two most common 
Web browsers. Web pages can be exchanged over the Internet because browsers and Web 
server both understand HTTP. All in all, the Internet is essentially about helping people 
communicate with each other. 
2.3.2 Web server 
Web server is a piece f software running on a computer that di tribute Web pa 
user on demand, and provides an area in which t t re and organize the pages f n W b 
site. It runs all the time and waits for Web clients (such as xplorcr r Navi al r 
connect to it and request data, usually a file. It u es the client/ crv 'r mod 1 and the W rid 
Wide Web 's Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), serve the files that rm Web pa 
Web users (whose computers contain HTTP clients that forward their requc 1 s). 
very computer on the Internet that contain a w sit mu t have a W b 
program or else the site file mu t be ent t a c mputer that ha a Web crv r pr gr rn, 
The most popular Web server are Apache, a Web erver f r b th 2-bit Wind w and 
Unix-based operating ystem; Micro oft Internet Inf rrnation crv r (ll ), which com 
with the Window NT erver: Mi r son. Per onal Web crv r (PW ), which com with the 
Window 98 erver; Netscape ·nterprise erver, f r nix r f r th c perming in r 
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Web servers often come as part or a large pa ka ' rtnt cm 't an l lntr in t- r I it d 
programs for serving e-mail, downloading r qu csts Ior FTP lilt's, l uil iin) ud ~ ublishing 
Web pages. onsideration in ch o ing a W b s rv r in Ind h ' " ll it v rk with the 
operating system and other server; it ability t programming; 
publishing, search engine and itc building t Is that m m ' 'th it. 
2.3.3 Client Server 
Client server has the following distinguishing characteristic: 
).- Scalability: Client server can be scaled horizontally or vertically. Horizontal scaling 
means adding or removing client workstations with only a slight performance 
impact. Vertical scaling means migrating to a larger and faster server machine or 
multi-servers. 
).- Service: Client server is primarily a relationship between processes running on 
separate machine, where the servers provide services to clients. 
);- Shared resources: A server can service many clients simultaneously and re ul ate 
their access to share re ource . 
} Integrity: The server code and server data is centrally aintaincd, which r suit in 
cheaper maintenance and the guarding of the shared data inte 1rity. At th s unc 
time, the client remain personal and independent. 
2.3.4 Client Server Architecture 
2.3.4. l Two-Tier Architecture 
On the basic level, thi ar hit cturc inv Iv · th raphical s r Int rfa 
business logic dir ctly acce ing th databa . The an b 
database can be n th cli 111 s -st ·m or 11 a s 1 .r. suall , th 
languages like -i-1 Visual Ba ·i r P w r Builder. The databa 
Mier soft Acee , Lotus Approach or b isc QL any her'. 
nd 
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2.3.4.2 Three-Tier Architecture 
Most of the organizational and many f th' I "pH tmcntul .licnt S"V 'f 1~ plication 
today follow the three-tier architectur wh •r th l , bu 'in ss l nd th DBMS are 
logically in three layers. Here the 
architecture and the backend databa cs ar like 
, m with two-tier 
L Server or Sybase 
SQL Server. The three-tier concept gav ri c t f t b se servers, application 
servers and GUI client machine . Operating system uch as Unix, Windows NT and Solaris 
rule the application server and database server world. Client operating system likes 
Windows are popular for the GUI front-end. 
2.3.4.3 Analysis 
Three-tier architecture is chosen as the project system architecture because: 
~ The developers can develop each part concurrently. 
">-- The middle tier server improves performance, flexibility, maintainability, 
reusability and scalability by centralizing process logic. 
2.3.5 W cb licnt 
The Web client i a Web browser such as Netscape Navigat r r Mier s n lnt rn 't 
xplorer. The browser 's job i to contact Web server, receive llTML pug th n int 'I pr t 
and display those pages. Web pages on an Internet are build using a page markup Ian u 
called HTML (Hypertext Markup Language). 
When one types in the URL, the Web br w er I k at th RL and th n 
determine which server t c ntact, which directory t a k f r and what pc if d um nt 
in that directory is wanted. 
An nd user can spawn a databa c appli ati n thr ugh the 
communicates with the Web serv 'r through the Int rnet via 11 pert ext 
(1 ITTP). In simple, llTTP is us d t c ntact Web scrv r. 
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2.3.6 Middle Ware 
The middle ware is rcspon ible for man 1 in 
application services between the web s 'IV 'r and th 
mmunicr ti n u pr viding 
h middle ware 
software calls external programs or script that t s th t nsp rt nd 1 1 ut mechanism 
between the web server and the databa ervcr. 
The script constructs the query, pa th qu ry t th database, and formats the 
output as an HTML page. The web server then returns the HTML page to the web browser 
to display the information to the end user. 
2.3. 7 Server-Side Scripting 
A script that is interpreted by the web server is called server-side script. A server 
side script is an instruction set that is processed by the server, and which generates HTML. 
The resulting HTML is sent as part of the HTTP response to the browser. 
Server-side alternative 
There are quite a number of scripting language . All the server-side s 1 ipt in nll ws 
the user to achieve the same end-result-that dynamic w b application. 
Taking into account the following questions 
);.- Are they supported on the platform you use? 
}.> Are they difficult to learn? 
>-- Do they have extra capability? 
2.3.7.l Activ e Server Pn es (A P) 
An Active crvcr Pag (A P) i an llTM page that include 
(small embedded pr gram ) that arc pr e · ed ll a Mier s fl Web . 1 
ript 
r bef r th p , 
is ent l the u 'Cr. All A P is omewhat rimilur to a rvcr-side includ r a mm 11 
al way interface I) appli a lion i11 I hut ull inv Ive pr g1 am that run n the er r, 
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input received as the result of the user's request for th pu ' to 1 ccss i it 1 fr m i uabas 
and then builds or customizes the n the fly b fore s 'n lin it t .) th' re 1u 'St r. 
ASP is a feature f the Mier soft Int rn t Inf rmati n 'n er ll , but, . inc the 
server-side script is just building a regular HTML pn' , it n l d liver d to almost any 
browser. The developers can create an ASP fil by in ludin ri1 t ' ritten in VBScript 
or LScript in an HTML file or by using A tiv Dat Obj t ADO ) program statements 
in the HTML file. They name the HTML file with the ''.asp" file suffix. Microsoft 
recommends the use of the server-side ASP rather than a client-side script, where there is 
actually a choice, because the server-side script will result in an easily displayable HTML 
page. Client-side scripts (for example, with JavaScript) may not work as intended on older 
browsers. 
2.3.7.2 Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
The Common Gateway Interface is a mechanism for creating script on the erver, 
which can then be used to create dynamic Web application. Nowadays, the maj rity f 
dynamically created page on the Web are created using I and a scripting langua ' l 
allows the user to inv ke another program (such as Perl script) on the W b s rver t 
the dynamic web page, and the role of I is to pas the user-supplied data to th' this 
program for processing. However, Gl likes other server-side scripting, it pr vid . th 
same end-result - a dynamic Web application. 
However, CGI has some severe shortcoming . The maj r nc i th .t it add an . tra 
level 10 our browser-server model f interaction: namely, it nee ssary t n111 a 
pr gram 10 create the dynamic page, before the page i pr ce ed n th rv r. Al 
format in which l receives and tran smit data m enn that this dat n I 
manipulated by many programming language , s dcv I per have t u c a pr gr, mming 
language that ha· go d fa ilitics for manipulating le t 
software. The mo t able pr gramming lauguag · that can 
handling fa ·iliti 
1 t and I' ·rl. Vi iuul Ba •i do · · not 
u · •d with ' 11. 
and ornmuni nting ith th r 
rk on any st Ill r r 
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2.3.7.3 ColdFusion 
Cold Fusion, developed by Allaire which has re ntl mu· 
popular and sophisticated set of pr duct f r uildinu W 'l sit • nd rvmg pages 
to users. With Coldf'usion, a company can build a out 
and combine these with application pr gram 
developed dynamically as they arc scrv d. Id -u i n 
u in input templates 
\: b sit in ' hich pages are 
nsi t f ColdFusion Studio, 
which is used to build a site, and old 1usion Server, whi h serves the pages to users. 
ColdFusion Studio is described as "a complete integrat d development environment (IDE)" 
and Cold Fusion Server as "a deployment platform." 
ColdFusion has its own page markup language, called ColdFusion Markup 
Language (CFl\llL). CFl\llL encompasses the Web's Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 
and Extensible Markup Language (XML). 
ColdFusion enables servers to access data as the server builds an HTML page. 
ColdFusion pages are readable to any browser. ColdFusion also utilizes a proprietary set 
tags, which are processed by the oldFusion Server software. This server software can run 
on multiple platforms, including Microsoft Per onal Web erver, Micros 0. llS, N ts ape 
nterprise erver and ni I Apache. old ·usion sp rts its own set of s luti n t ornrn u 
problems, including access to ADO functionality. 
2.3. 7.4 J nva srver Pages (.J P) 
Java erver Page (J P) is a technology for c ntrolling the c nt nt o app iaran 
Web pages through the u e of servlet, mall pr gram that nr W b p ', 
and run on the Web erv r to m dify th W •b pag it is nt t th us r \ h 
reque ted it. An I ITML page that contain a lin t a Java scr let is . m nim 
file name suffix f .J P. 
Java S rvcr Pages is a new le hn 
or XML) with Java ode to dynami .ally g n 'rat 
implem ented by s veral web scr r \ and plug-in' ar 
ll 'CJ p with llS .0. nc f th' main advantage I or J [ is th. p na ilit n 
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pages using server-side tags, in the same way that A P s rit t cau be ml 
pages. 
2.3.7.5 Personal llomc Page (Pll P) 
Personal I tome Page is a server- id , r s -pl tf rm mb dd d HTML scripting 
language. It is a new server-side scripting languag fl r r ting d namic web pages. In 
Web programming, PllP is a script language and interpreter that is freely available and 
used primarily on Linux Web servers. PHP (the initials come from the earliest version of 
the program, which was called "Per onal Home Page Tools") is an alternative to 
Microsoft's Active Server Page (ASP) technology. As with ASP, the PHP script is 
embedded within a Web page along with its HTML. When a visitor opens the page, the 
server processes the PHP commands and then sends the results to the visitor's browser, just 
as with ASP or ColdFusion. Unlilke ASP or ColdFusion, PHP is open-source and cross- 
platform. PHP runs on Windows NT and many Unix versions, and it can be built as an 
Apache module and as binary that can run as a CGL An HTML page that include a PHP 
script is typically given a file name suffix of ".php" ".php ," r ".phtml". Like I\ P, Pl IP 
can be thought fas "dynamic HTML pages," since content will vary bas cl on th' r suit 
of interpreting the script. 
ln addition t manipulating the content f the Web pag , Pl IP, like II', an Is 
send HTTP headers. Developer can set cookies, manage authenticati n and r dire l th 
users. It offers good connectivity to many database (and DO ), and in! irati n v ith 
variou external library that let the developer do anything from generating P do urn nt 
to parshing XML. 
PHP ' language yntax irnilar to and P rl. Thi might pr v a barri ir t 
people with no prior programming experience, but if they have a background in ith r 
language then they might can u c Pl IP a ily. PI IP al ha me rudimentary bj 1- 
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2.3. 7.6 Analysis 
Pl IP is chosen as the Web application d 'v 'lopm 111 to )ls he 'ms it l r vii u r- 
friendly web base development environment. M v 1 pment tool. 
Details on the reasons why Pl IP is used will be 
2.3.8 Client-Side Scripting 
A script that is interpreted by the browser is called client-side script. A client-side 
script is also an instruction set, but is not processed by the server. When a Web page 
source contains a client-side script, it does not attempt to process the script; instead, it 
simply downloads the script to the browser as part of the HTTP response, and assumes that 
the browser will know how to deal with it. When the browser receives the HTTP response, 
it needs to process the HTML contained within, which describe how it is to display the 
page. The browser must also take care of the client-side scripts that were downloaded as 
part of the page. 
Advantages of client-side scripting: 
>;- Allow the developer to create more functional, interactive Web pages. 
).- The response times are often quick, because the script is intcrpr tcd on th br w 'r 
machine so there is no network involved. This i a big advantag f r 
calculations because there is no round trip to ask the server t calculate thing . 
).> Executing script on the browser means that there is less cript l b xc ut d n th 
Web erver. Reducing the Web server 's workl ad an be adv ntagc us if I t f 
people use your Web site. 
2.3.8. l Java cript 
Java cript is an int rpr t d pr grarnrning or script language fr m N t ap . lt i 
somewhat irnilar in capability to Micro O' Vi 'URI a ic. In g neral, cript I n >uag' ar 
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C++. Script languages generally take longer to pr " t han , )mt il l Inn u \ .s, tut ar 
very useful for shorter programs. 
JavaScript is used in Web site devel pm nt to do s11 h thin 
)... Automatically change a formatted date on a W b p e. 
)... Cause a linked-to page to appear in a popup wind \ .. 
)... Cause text or a graphic image to change during a mou e rollover. 
JavaScript uses some of the same ideas found in Java, the compiled object-oriented 
programming language derived from C++. JavaScript code can be imbedded in HTML 
pages and interpreted by the Web browser (or client). JavaScript can also be run at the 
server before the page is sent to the requester. Both Microsoft and Netscape browsers 
support JavaScript, but sometimes in slightly different ways. 
2.3.9 Web Programming Languages 
2.3.9.1 Hypertext Markup Language (llTM L) 
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is the set of markup symbols r d •s 
inserted in a file intended for display on a World Wide Web browser pag . The rn r up 
tells the Web browser how to display a Web page's words and images for the u er. a h 
individual markup code is referred to as an element (but many people also r f r t it a a 
tag. Some elements come in pairs that indicate when ome display iff ct i t b gin and 
when it i to end. 
HTML is a formal Recommendation by the W rid Wid W b 
and is generally adhered t by the major br wscrs, 
Netscape's Navigator, which als pr vide s me additional n n-. iandard 
version of llTM is I ITM .. ll wever, both Intern t ·xplor rand Net 
orne f ature differently and pr vidc non- ·ta11da1 d ' t insi ns. W ib d 
more advanced feature · or HTML 
out th· nppr priute isiou l Hu· r.: i nif .ant features in I ITMI 4 arc · m time 
w 
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described in general as dynamic HTML. What is sorn nimcs 
extensible form of HTML called xtensible 1. lypcrtc ·t Markup l in u 




HTML and JavaScript arc chosen lo be th pr gr mmin languag and the client- 
side scripting language for developing the Onlin h pping rt & Ordering System due to 
the speed in retrieving documents from the server compared to others language. Moreover, 
they are easy to learn too. 
2.3.10 W eh Server 
2.3.10.1 Apache 
Apache is a freely available Web server that is distributed under an "open source" 
license. Apache version 2.0 runs on most UNlX-based operating systems (such as Linux, 
Solaris, Digital UNIX, and AIX), on other UNIX/POS1X-derived systems (such as 
Rhapsody, BeOS, and BS2000/0SD), on AmigaOS, and on Windows 2000. Accordin t 
the Netcrafl (www.netcrafl.corn) Web erver urvey in ·ebruary 200 I, 0% fall Web sit 
on the Internet are using Apache (62% including Apache derivative ), rnakin: Apa h · 
more widely used than all other Web servers combined. 
Apache complies with the newest level of the I Iypcrtcxt Transport Prot c I, 1 ITTP 
1. l. Free support is pr vided through a bug reporting sy tern and vcral 
newsgroups. 
2.3. l 0.2 Microsoft Internet Information crver (II ) 
Internet Information crver (IL) is a group f I ntcruct servers including \J b 
Hypertext Tran fer Pr tocol ervcr and a hie Transf r Prat c I crver) with additi nal 
capabilities for Micros fl's Wind ws NT and Windows 2000 crvcr p rating 
With ll S, Microsoft include a set of pr grams r r building and admini 't ring W 'b it , a 
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Microsoft points out that HS is tightly integrated with th Nin lm s T an l l r · 111 
a number of ways, resulting in faster Web pages 'rvi11 . 
A typical company that buys l 1 can r at 
Front Page product (with its WYSTWYG 
Microsoft's Active Server Page (ASP) tc hn 1 
\ l pers can use 
rhi h me n that applications - 
including ActiveX controls - can be imb dd d in W b p s th t modify the content sent 
back to users. Developers can also write programs that filter requests and get the correct 
Web pages for different users by using Microsoft's Internet Server Application Program 
Interface (ISAPT) interface. ASPs and ISAPI programs run more efficiently than common 
gateway interface (CGI) and server-side include (SSI) programs, two current technologies. 
Microsoft includes special capabilities for server administrators designed to appeal 
to Internet service (ISPs). It includes a single window (or "console") from which all 
services and users can be administered. It's designed to be easy to add components as snap- 
ins that you did not initially install. Individual customers can customize the administrative 
windows for access. 
11 S includes security features and promises that it is easy t install. It w rks ly 
with the Microsoft Transaction erver t acccs databases and provide ontr I at th· 
transaction level. Lt also works with Microsoft's Netshow in the delivery f str a min nudio 
and video, delayed or live. 
2.3.10.3 Microsoft Personal Web Server (PWS) 
PWS, an abbreviation for Personal Web erver, i Mier fl'. v r 1 n f a W b 
server program for individual P u er who want t hare Web page and thcr Iii fr m 
their hard drive. PWS is a calcd-d wn versi n f Mi r · fl's m r r, 
Internet lnforrnati n erver IL . PWS can be u ed with a full-tirn lnt rn t 
serve Web pages r r a Web site with limited trafli . IL can al be u d fi r t sting a \: b 
site ollline or from a " raging" ite before putting it on a main W b sit that i 'P , 1 
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PWS can be used together with Microsoft's FrontPa \ n \: 'h sit' l -si n pr lu .t, t 
upload Web pages from a remote location or to the lo 11\ Ind lri c; t 
to create directories; and to set permissi ns. PW is fr qu entl I rt f the trend 
toward peer-to-peer exchange and publishing. The qui 1 nt pr ar m f r the Macintosh is 
called Personal Web Sharing. 
2.3.10.4 Analysis 
Currently, PHP is chosen for server-side scripting. PHP is an application that runs 
on a web server. Therefore, Apache Web Server is chosen because it integrates easily with 
MySQL database to host PHP application. Futhermore, PHP compiled faster in Apache . 
The detailed analysis will be included in Chapter 4 - System Design. 
2.3.11 Database 
A database is a collection of data that is organized so that its contents can easily be 
accessed, managed, and updated. The most prevalent type of database is the relati nnl 
database, a tabular databa e in which data is defined so that it can be re rganiz d and 
accessed in a number of different ways. A distributed database is nc that an b 
dispersed or replicated among different points in a network. An obj t-01 i nt cl 
programming database is one that is congruent with the data defined in bject cla s and 
subclasses. 
Databases contain aggregations of data records r files, u h a sale transa ti n , 
product catalogs and inv ntories, and customer profile . Typi ally, a databa manag r 
provides users the capabilitie f c ntr lling r ad/writ p cifying r p rt 
generation, and analyzing usage. Databa e: and datab se manager arc pre alcnt in laru 
mainframe ystems but are also present in smaller di tributed w rkstation and mid-range 
sy uems uch as the A /400 and on pcrs nal computer . tructur d u ry angu g 
standard language for making interactive qu •ri fr m and updating a databa 
113M' 082, Micro sofl's A .cess, and database pr duct from racle, yb , and input r 
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2.3. t 1.1 Microsoft SQL Server 
A SQL server database is organized int I )j al bjc ts thnt nr visible t th u r, 
such as tables, indexes, and stored proc dur . Mi "!'\ 'r 1 l ble, high 
performance database management system d for distributed 
client/server computing. Microsoft SQL ti ht int gration v ith Windows 
and Windows-based applications, helping r du e the nd mplexity of deploying 
sophiscated applications. SQ! server is an ideal databa e ngine for powering Web sites. 
Through tight integration with llS, SQL Server can be queried and updated via popular 
Web browser. SQL Server 's native ODB lets it inter-operate smoothly with the Internet 
Database Connector interface included llS. 
2.3.11.2 Microsoft Access 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a Window-based database management system. It is one 
of the programs in the Microsoft Office. 1t runs under the Window 95/98/2000/NT 
operating system. With Access, the developer can enter, store and manipulate their personal 
or company data in a variety of ways. They can use Access t query a databas f r 
information that meets specified criteria as well a umrnarizc and p du c r •p 11 
(including charts) based on their data in the database. 
With Acces , developers can manipulate and perform al ulati n n I he darn. 11 al. 
can perform financial, mathematical and statistical calculations. They als can d ign f rrns 
for data entry and/or browsing the data in a table/databa e with Acee . sides thi , 
developers who use Access can design querie for retrieving inf nnat i n in a dat ba 
and/or performing calculation with it. 
2.3. l 1.3 My QL 
My Q is an pen sour c relati nal databa c management y tern R BM that 
uses Structured Query anguage (S ), the most popular languag f r adding, a mg, 
and pr ccs in 1 data in a databa c. Bccaus ~ it is p rn s ur · ', any 11 • an d v nl ad 
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mainly for its speed, reliability, and flexibility. Most fl rec, h we -r, that it works best 
when managing content and not executing I ransa 'lion . 
The MySQL relational database sy tern wa fir t r le s' in J nu 
multi-threaded using kernel threads, provides appli ation pr r m int rf 
l . It i fully 
(APis) for C, 
C++, Eiffel, Java, Perl, PHP, Python, and T I, allow f r m n lumn t pes, and offers 
full operator and function support in the S .. LE T and \.VHERE p .rt of queries. 
MySQL currently runs on the Linux, UNIX, and Windov s platforms. Many Internet 
startups have been especially interested in MySQL as an alternative to the proprietary 
database systems from Oracle, lBM, and Informi . Yahoo's news site uses MySQL. 
However, MySQL is not entirely freeware. 
2.3.11.4 Analysis 
MySQL is chosen because it is easy-to-use, scalability and high performance. 
2.3.12 Operating System 
An operating system ( metimes abbreviated as " ") is the pr gram that, an r 
being initially loaded into the computer by a boot program, manages all the oth r pr grams 
in a computer. The other programs are called applications or applicati 11 pro ram . Th, 
application programs make use of the operating system by making r quest f r rvi , 
through a defined application program interface (APJ). ln addition, users can int ra t 
directly with the operating system through a user interface such as a c mmand languag r 
a graphical user interface ( 1). An p rating sy tern perf rm th sc s rvi f r 
application : 
In a multitasking perating sy I nu wh re multipl pr grams ·•rn be running t th 
same time, the operating ystem determine which appli ati n h uld nm in , hat rd r 
and h w much time should be all wed f r .ach application bcf r gi ing n th r 
application a turn. 
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).- It handles input and output to and from attn ch cd hnr lw ire 1 rvi · ~- su .h as hard 
disks, printers, and dial-up ports. 
}- lt sends messages to each application r int rn Ii ... u er r t 
about the status of operation and any errors that m 
).- ft can offload the management of what ar 
UlT d. 
f r xample, printing) 
so that the initiating application is freed from this ' rk. 
On computers that can provide parallel processing, an operating system can manage 
how to divide the program so that it runs on more than one processor at a time. 
All major computer platforms (hardware and software) require and sometimes include an 
operating system. Linux, Windows 2000, VMS, OS/400, AIX, ,and zJOS are all examples 
of operating systems. 
2.3.12.l LlNUX 
Linux (often pronounced IH-nuhks with a short "i11) is an NlX-like operating 
system that was designed to provide personal computer users a free or very low-co t 
operating system comparable to traditional and usually more expensive N r X syst ms. 
Linux has a reputation as a very fficient and fast-pcrf rming system. mu 1, 
remarkably complete operating system, including a graphical user interface, an X Wind w 
System, TCP/IP, the macs editor, and other components usually f und in a cornprch nsiv 
UNIX system. 
Unlike Windows and other proprietary systems, 111ux 
extendible by contributors. Because it conform to the P 1 table 
publicly p n and 
rfa 
standard user and programming interface , dcv loper an write pr gram th t n b 
ported to other operating y tem . inux come 111 fl r all th m J r 
rnicroprocc sor platf rm including the Intel, P wcrP , . pare, and Alpha platf rm . It' 
al o available on IBM's I 9 . 
2.3.12.2 Window NT 
Wind ws NT i' a Mi r s ll Vindo' s 1 er onal mput ir operating sy: t m de i ncd 
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for the Microsoft successor operating system, Windows _QQO. Win\ ms 
products: Microsoft: NT Workstation and Mi rosofl NT .>1 v 'l'. Th 
designed for users, especially business users, who n d (asr r p erf rm n 
little more fail-safe than Windows 5 and Windows Th' 
r i: .tu lly two 
v\ rkst ition i 
nd a sy t ma 
i d igned for 
business machines that need Lo provide s rvi s for n t\ rk- tt h d computers. The 
Server is required, together with an Internet scrv r su h a ti r soft's Internet Information 
Server (HS), for a Windows system that plans to serve Web pages. 
2.3.12.3 Window 98 
Windows 98 (called "Memphis" during development and previously called 
"Windows 97" based on an earlier schedule) is a widely-installed product in Microsoft's 
evolution of the Windows operating system for personal computers. In Windows 98, 
Microsoft's Internet Explorer is an integral part of the operating system. Using the Active 
Desktop of Windows 98, you can view and access desktop objects that reside on the World 
Wide Web as well as local files and applications. The Windows 98 desktop is, in fact, a 
Web page with HTM links and features that exploit Microsoft's ActivcX contr I. 
2.3.12.4 Analysis 
Generally, Window 98 is one of the most suitable operating yst m f r cl v loping 
and administrating the Online shopping Cart & Ordering System. Window 98 i n 
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3.0 System Analysis 
System analysis is the phase to analyze the sy ·t sm no ds th t \n...., h ' th' fl Bowing 
stages: 
(a) Information Gathering 
An integrated technique of information ought h b 1 u d t gather the related 
information. 
(b) Technology Consideration 
The suitable technology and language to develop the system is identified. 
3.1 Methodology 
Waterfall model is implemented to develop the Online Shopping Cart & Ordering 
System. This model is chosen because it presents comprehensives steps on what happens 
during the development circle and it suggests to the developers the sequence of the event 
they should expect to deal with. The model is simple to use and understand. lt enables 
organization to track project progress more accurately and discover p ssiblc pr blcm at 
early stage f the pr duct life cycle, especially f r large or huge pr ject . (Please r fi r t 
Appendix A for waterfall model 's figure). Some of the main advantages f the wat 1 f II 
model are: 
) Make sure that developer building the right system ace rding th 
specification and verification checks the quality of the implement a ti n. 
;;;., asy to associate and identity each milestones with its deliver r. 
>-- Suitable for the system that has many uncertaintic in the 
system development. 
)..- Prototyping enables developers to devcl p a m re accurate y tern ac ording t 
the user's direction. Thi h ilps d v lepers l learn ab ut the y t m and gain 
r 
better understanding of the entire system a it is dcvcl p d. 
)..- This m dcl is mu h more Ile: ible, The d rv I 1 m ·nt 1 r cc can 
verified and if th 'r 3 w 'r' any .rrors or additional asp ct to add in int th 
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}- Make large software projects more manageable and d '\iv 'r \ n time with ut 
cost overrun. 
3.2 Fact Finding Technique 
Before developing the project, a detailed syst m an I sis ' ill b onducted. System 
analysis is a process of finding out what a yst m do s and ,, hat i need are. The process 
involves understanding the requirement of the system that is going to be developed, 
collecting information and considering the alternative solutions to the problem within the 
constraints and feasibility of the solution. 
System analysis starts with data collection. In order to start with the system 
development cycle, useful information, advice and recommendations are really important to 
the developers. Therefore, during the development cycle, I have applied 2 technologies to 
gather information related to the system that is going to be developed. Among the 
techniques used are: 
3.2.1 Information Gathering 
AJI the research work is approached from the point or view of this sys: m, whi h 
involves reviewing academic materials that contain relevant inf rmat i 11, spc I lly n 
some existing technical work. Information is collected through reviewing r fcrcncc b ok 
from library, faculty document room. Furthermore, informati n is al gath r d Ir m 
magazines, newspaper and journals. 
3.2.2 Internet Surfing 
Surfing net is indeed a g od way I fast finding inf rmation. The inf rmati n ab ut 
-cornmerce, ordering ystem and knowledge n W •b dcvcl pmcnt al oil ctcd thr ugh 
br wsing the Web. Feedback from me Fr quently A k s s1 n and 
j ining the --commerce related new .group h ·lpecl the d ·v ·I lear up mi 
r crron ous . E i .tiug 011li11c ' st m al · help a lot in iving ideas and guidan c n th 
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3.3 Requirement Specification 
Requirement specification is a process t id •nt if 
the system that is going to be devel peel This pr 
l 's r 1ni cm 'nt r garding 
, ti n which 
are functional requirements and non- functional r quir m nt . n id ration is also 
made to choose and evaluate a set of development t ol f r th s . t m. 
3.3.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements are set of statement what the system will provide, how the 
system should react the particular input and how the system should perform to provide 
services to users. Basically, the functional requirement for Online Shopping Cart & 
Ordering System can be divided into 2 modules which are customer/storefront module and 
administrator/backend module. 
3.3.J.1 Customer/Storefront Module 
3.3. l.1. l User Login/Verification 
y tern will allow authorized user, who has registered and a valid member of' th 
system to login to the store. User verification will be based on user idcntificat ion and 
password. 
3.3.1. l.2 Viewing & Updating Customer/Member Profile 
Customer who is an authorized or registered user will be able t view and upd t 
their profile as any change ccur. 
3.3.1.1.3 Process ustoruer Ordering 
U ers should be able t accc the sh ppmg rd ring sy tern by leering th 
de ired catalog or pr duct aflcr lo, n t the sy 'tent sers will then b able 1 br ' 
through the available product , ready to mak rel "r with the s ilected it m and pla , thl! 
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3.3.1.1.4 Shopping Cart 
System will display lists of user's selected it nns and nlculnt th . 1 [)t l ' ilu of the 
selected items. Users are allowed to modify th ord r inti rm ti n in lu in adding new 
items, changing item's quantity, removing ordered it ms nd u . ting rder quantity 
whenever they like. System will be specially design d t r l ul t th subtotal and the 
total value of the selected items. 
3.3.1.2 Administration Module 
3.3.1.2.1 Maintaining Customer Profile 
System will enable administrator to manipulate authorized users ' profile. 
3.3.1.2.2 Maintaining Order Record 
System will enable administrator to manipulate order's records. 
3.3.2 Non- Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are definitions for system constraints under whi h a 
system must operate. The non-functional requirements for nlinc hopping art c 
Ordering System are summarized as below: 
3.3.2.1 Correctness 
Correctness is the extent to which a program satisfies it specif aticn and fulfill 
user's requirements and objectives. 
3.3.2.2 Reliability 
The system should be developed in a way that i r liable and hould n t ausc n 
unnece sary failure at the overall operati n. y tern h uld not caus any t hnical r 
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3.3.2.3 Robustness 
Robustness refers to the quality that cau cs 11 s st 'm to h ~ 1l le t h in H un xp tcd 
error and echo back with proper responses. 
3.3.2.4 User Friendliness 
The system interface design must b aura tiv , u r fri ndl 1 and easily understood 
by any users. Every interface design must be systematic, logical and tidy. 
3.3.2.5 Response Tine 
The response time to retrieve information such as customer profiles, product 
available in the store and shopping cart should be within a reasonable interval time. Users 
should not be kept waiting for a long time for the system to respond. 
3.3.2.6 Accuracy 
The system should be precise on computations and control. Online Shopping art & 
Ordering System should be able to allow the system to calculate, remove, delete and 
recalculate customer 's selected items precisely without any errors. ata I rems mi 1 n 
should also be as accurate as possible to avoid redundancy. 
3.3.2.7 Expandability 
The system is capable to expand its module, functionality and the v lurn f th 
product in the coming future. 
3.3.2.8 Multi-User 
The system h uld support not only a single user but also a large amount f 
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3.4 Technology Consideration 
3.4.1 System A rchitecture 
Three-tier Software Architecture will b rnpl ~d in th" nlin pping Cart & 
Ordering System. The reasons three-tier soflwar ar hit . n . r : 
;;.- It provides the flexibility for modilicati n. ' r , e elution properly will 
occur to enhance the existing ystem toward mer se ure and complete system. 
Therefore, the three-tier software architecture is important to provide rapid 
evolution in whatever changes will be occurred in the future. 
>-- The architecture can deliver greater application scalability. The added modularity 
makes it easier to modify or replace one tier without affecting the other tier. 
~ Enable developers to enhance the network security. This is to avoid fraud and 
interception on the order and payment information. 
~ Separation of application functions form the database functions make the system 
easier to implement load balancing. 
3.4.2 Operating System 
Basically, Window 98 is the most suitable platform for developing and hosting 
Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System. The reason why Window 98 i chosen arc: 
~ It may enhance the overall system performance. 
>- Robustness. lf a transaction happens to fail, the other transaction would n t b 
affected. This advantage will help to enforce the reliability r th sy t m. 
3.4.3 Web Server 
Web server is a piece f Ilwarc running n a computer that distribute W b pag , 
to user on demand, and provides an area in which t st r and rganiz the pag sofa W b 
site. Apache Web Server i · chosen f r ho ·ting the PI IP applicati n in thi nlinc h pping 
art & rdering System. The reasons why Apa he is cho · ·11 ar : 
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>- Apache is also available on the Windows platf rm an I Pl ll 1s su] rt ' I r r thi · 
combination. 
).- It is tightly integrated with Wind w 8 in R numb r n ' is, r sultin in fa t r Web 
page serving. 
>- Apache has no problem with redirect of imag . In Ap he this works: Header 
("Location: imgs/Idot.gif"). However, this do snot mt work with PWS. The 
web developers have to read the image file into memory and echo it for PWS. There 
are no problems with redirecting non-image files. 
3.4.4 Database 
Database is one of the most important elements in Online Shopping Cart & 
Ordering System because it will be used to store product information, customers ' profiles, 
ordering records, administrators ' profiles and other related information. As a result, 
MySQL is chosen because of the reasons stated below: 
);- It is an easy-to-use and easy to manage database management system. 
).;.> lt does pretty well in terms of searching database t service web-based qu rt s. 
).- There are lot of PHP tools to manage and maintain My QL databa cs. The f Iur 
set is complete compared to other databases. There arc some vc1y us Cul fun ti 11 
like mysql_insert_id and mysql_affected_rows which are not available f r th r 
database products. 
)> Most Web sites serve thousands of Web pages a day, but p rf rm few r d t 
updates. A typical data transaction is simple single table update I' r u r I gin r 
forum posts. So a database with speedy S Ts and I u y IN RT nd 
UPDAT ·s like My QL i a g d trade-off in thi cnvir 11m nt. 
When I compare MySQL with other databases, Mier of) Acces i mu h slo r 
than MyS L. SQL ervcr 7 and racl arc nearly as fast, but much too exp n i if the 
developed web site does not need the transacti 11 supp rt. J\11 in all, PI IP's int grati 11' ith 
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3.4.5 Web Languages & Technology 
3.4.5.l Development Tool 
PHP is a server-side, cross-platf rm, HTMl - 'ml ' rit tina language. 
Currently there are over half a million domains runnin )' PHP n it is fr ly available for 
download online from http://www.php.net/. Much of PHP' s rnt x is borrowed from C, 
Java and Perl with a couple of unique PHP-sp cific fe tur s thrown in. The goal of the 
language is to allow web developers to write dynamically generated pages quickly. PHP 
eliminates the need for numerous small cgi programs by allowing you to place simple 
scripts directly in your HTML files. It also makes it easier to manage large web sites by 
placing all components of a web page in a single html file. 
The PHP scripting language is a hybrid of Perl, Java, and C. Most web developers 
are fairly familiar with at least one of these languages, so it makes PHP a quick language to 
learn. As for me I am familiar with C programming, so I can have a quick learning about 
PHP because the syntax structure is very similar to C. PHP also has good support for 
modular programming in classes. Usage of classes is still rare in VB cript because f its 
heritage. PifP's common heritage with Java and 
who uses classes all the time. 
ensures a large body r programmer 
With PHP, one application can be used to generate all the page r quir d 10 di play 
items from a database in the proper pages, in the right locations, and with the appropriat 
related content. This eliminates redundant page generation, simplifying maintenance. Pl IP 
also reduces the site down to a handful of template page , with cripts that generate the r t 
of the site. 
PHP is an excellent alternative to such imilar pr grarnming s luti n a Mi r 
proprietary scripting engine ASP and Allairc's rather expen ive oldFu i n, A mcnti n d 
before, Pl IP is a cross-platform language. This doc n't st p with the c re PllP c d but 
can be extended to all of Pl IP's libraries and nil cock writt in in Pl II . N .ith r !\ P n r 
old ·usion can make this claim. Pl IP ha· a larg feature l ' hich includ built-in 
·upp rt for numerous databa .cs including Access, LDAP, racle, and M L), 
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> -'~ 
due in part to it being open source and freely available f r lm nl :n i n th w eb, the 
language enjoys an active developing environment. 'in " th' ~'. nt ax stru tur borr ws 
heavily from C, it is easy for even the novice programm r t l rn th l n uag . PHP is 
also the oldest HTML-embeded scripting language, giving it h st rt n all the others. 
When you create a PHP application, you er ate PHP ript :fil s v hich are plain text 
files comprising a combination of standard HTML code and ript ommands. While web 
servers normally send HTML files directly to the client's web browser in response to HTTP 
(HyperText Transfer Protocol) requests, the web server first processes the content of PHP 
scripts before sending output to clients. Within a PHP script, standard HTML code is sent 
directly to the browser, while script commands are executed locally on the web server. The 
script output can then be sent to the browser as standard HTML. 
The reason why PHP is used is: 
);- Speed and robustness. PHP sites rarely, slow down the server because of the heavy 
loads (unless the server is already under-powered in general). 
>-- Cross-platform. lf you're a Linux, FreeBSD, Solaris, Windows NT, !RIX, I IP- .. 
or Amiga user, you'll find a distribution of PUP. Meanwhile, the thcr s rv r- id 
languages have a relatively limited platform selection. 
~ Ease of use. PHP uses a very simple and friendly style of code. The fact that Pl lP 
code can be inserted directly alongside E TML makes the langt age all th m r 
convenient. 
);;.- Free. PHP is totally free to use. 
).- Database-friendly. ll can connect to yba ·e, My ( L, m L, ra I , n 
ODI3 , Po tgreSOL and many thcr (including mo t 0 13 -cornpliant ds tab ). 
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)... With PHP, the developer can perform sophisti atcd mmh nuntic l lculati u , 
provides network information, offers mail and re iul ff p ibiliti s, and 
much more. 
)... The PHP scripting language is a hybrid f P rt, J v , nd . . ost web developers 
are fairly familiar with at least one of the languag , it makes Pl-IP a quick 
language to learn. 
);.- PHP has comprehensive file system support. 
3.4.5.2 Programming Language 
3.4.5.2.1 HTML 
HTML is used to define the structure and to some extent, the layout and design of a 
Web page. Jn others word, HTML is used to determine how that content will be displayed. 
As for this project, HTML is used in files that PHP code is embedded in standard l lTM 
and then processed by the Apache web server to generate complete Web pages t b 
displayed in users ' browsers. llTML is tag-ba ed languages that usually have b ginnin 
and ending tags. 
The reason why HTML is used is: 
)... Its flexibility. The developers do not have to create different l ITML document f r 
different types of computer. Any computer that has a web br ws r in tailed All 
display web pages, including computers running a Unix, Window or Macint h 
operating y tern. 
3.4.5.2.2 Java cript 
As for this project, JavaScript code will be embedded in the 1 ITML pag in th 
client- idc interfaces to p rforrn simple functi ns such a clearing f rm II Id and mak th 
client interfaces more pr" ntable. nly simpl Java cript coding will b includ cl in th 
client- idc scripting and it is not .hoscn a the · irv .r-side scripting. The r a n ' h thi 
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r: JavaScript enables developers to create intern Ii 
Internet connection is slow, it can sp d up th 
interaction does not need to involv the s rv er but n t k pl m u r own 
browser. Moreover, JavaScript has the cap bilit nh n u r' interface and 
make it more "intelligent" and prcscntabl . 
3.4.6 Authoring Tools 
3.4.6.1 Adobe Photoshop 
Adobe Photoshop is arguably the most comprehensive photo editor. For the project, 
the software is going to be used to design and manipulate the graphic image, graphic text 
and screen layout that are going to be inserted in the Web pages. Using this graphic editor 
software, high quality graphic object can be created easily. 
3.4.6.2 Macromedia Flash 
Flash is the foremost authoring software for creating scalable, interactive animati n 
for the web. for the pr jeer, the software is going to be used to design and manipulat th 
animated icons, web site navigation control and short-form animation. Macr m dia Pin. h 
provides greatly enhanced capabilities for creating interactivity animal ion usin 
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3.5 Project Software Configuration 
Software Descript iou 
Apache W b s t rh st 
MySQL s rd tab e 
Window 98 li nt operating system 
PHP S rv r-sid s ripting & it is a web 
de elopment tool 
JavaScript Client-side scripting 
HTML Web programming languages 
Notepad Coding for HTML document 
EditPlus Text Editor Coding for PHP & HTML document 
Adobe Photoshop Image design and manipulation 
Macromedia Flash Image Design and manipulation 
Netscape Navigator Client web server 
Microsoft Internet Explorer Client web server 
Table . I Project Software onfiguration 
3.6 System Requirements 
The choice of hardware and software used in a system deve opm nt i v ry 
important. It has a profound impact on the cost, quality and productivity ft he syst m, 
3.6.1 Hardware Requirements 
The has the following minimum hardware requir merits: 
).- 200 MHz processor or higher running Window· (95, 98, NT, 2000, M ·), Mac, and 
12. 
).- 64M t- RAM 
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3.6.2 Software Requirements 
The recommended software requirements arc list "d ns f 11 \ in r: 
);.- Web server service - Apache 1 .3. 12 
).- Database - MySQL v3.22.32. 
).- Operating System - Window 98 
);.> Development Tool - PHP 4.0.3 
);.- Web Technologies-HTML 4.01 
);.- .Programming Technologies & Languages - JavaScript 
} Text Editor - EditPlus v2.10, Notepad 
} Authoring Tools - Adobe Photoshop 6.0, Macromedia Flash 5.0 
~ Web Browser - Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 and above or Netscape 
Navigator 4.0 and above 
3.7 Software Background for MySQL +Apache+ PHP 
This proposed project is running at the Apache web server with MyS r a. th 
database backend, PHP as the server-side scripting language on a Window 8 syst rn. Thi, 
combination is the most ideal and the best combination to developed a larg -scalc w b 
sites. 
Apache is web server software. It is responsible for listening on a particular p rt 
(usually 80, 8000, 8080, or equivalent) for incoming requests for file (u u lly by a W b 
browser such as Netscape or Mosaic). Upon receiving a request fi r a fil , Apa h r turn 
its contents t.o the Web browser, which i respon ible for displaying the hypertext mark-up 
language (llTML) document c ntent (images, media, and o forth). 
Pl IP is a hypertext preprocessor. When int grated with w b s rver oflwar , 
Apache, it becomes a p werful mechanism for adding intelligent cript in ide f HT 1 
documents. ertain pages (wh se file name typically ends in .php, .php , r .phtml 
requested from the web br ws r are pa s id throu h the Pl IP engine b fi re being r turn 'd 
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and returns an HTML document to the browser. The p w er of th' s ·ri1 tin 
from its tight integration with major databases, MySQl .. 
MySQL is an open source relational databas mann m nt 1, t m (RD M ) that 
uses Structured Query Language (SQL), the most popul r I n iu " r adding, accessing, 
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4.0 System Design 
Design phase is the stage of system dev lopru tu ,, he "' th" requir m nts for the 
system are translated into the system chara t ri: ti s t m et th us r r quir ment and 
satisfaction. 
4.1 Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System Architecture 
Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System is designed to leverages the traditional 
client/server architecture and extend it to the Web. Basically, it can be divided into 3 
distinct tiers user application, business application and database application. 
User Application 
Online Shopping 












art & Ordering ystcm 
Data bas 
My L 
Figure 4.1 Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System Architecture 
4.1.1 User Application 
User Application level is the level that will interact directly with u er . Thi i the 
level where an the input will be collected from the user and formatt d through HTML, PH 
and JavaScript code before being sent to the next tier for processing. The processed data 
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4.1.2 Business Application 
All the function and procedures that deal manipulation or t 1tal ise '11 .ulntion will 
be placed in this level. A request for application is initiat d t th r ppli ati n l vel 
and will be sent to this level to be processed and inter t ' ith th" d t sba for create, 
update and delete purposes. 
4.1.3 Database Application 
At the database application level, a repository of the relevant data stored in the 
MySQL database, is available to support the work performed at the previous level. All the 
database manipulation tasks will be perform in this level. 
First Tier Third Tier Second Tier 






Figure 4.2 Three Tier Architecture 
4.2 Three Tier Architecture 
Generally, the system architecture of Online Shopping art & rd ring yst m i a 
three-tier software architecture. There are three layer or tier in this architecture and they ar 
first-tier (Web client), second-tier (Web server uch as Apache) and third-tier ( ntaba 
server such as MyS L). 
As for the Web cli nt side, users will be equipped with the Web br wscr to rev th 
information displayed on the screen, receive data or infonnati n from th applicati n 
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As mentioned in the section above, business objc t of th' s 1skm will b ~ u 'e j t 
encapsulate the system business logic. They will be resp risible for m mi ul itinu th" d ita in 
the system to provide the user with the proper information. 
If user requests data which resides in th dat base s rv r (M 1 QL), the 
program/business object will connect to the databa rv r nd r tri v the required 
records from the database. The data will be then be pr s nt d to the user through Web 
pages. 
During the process of retrieving information, the business object will do additional 
tasks such as validation and conversion that are transparent to the user. The user will not 
directly update the database. Instead, it sends updating requests to the application server 
and the business object in the transaction server will handle the updating. 
4.3 Database Design 
Basically, database is always the nuclear of most information system for most of the 
system being implemented. Almost every request and web pages in this system will require 
a database to support its activities. 
Database contains many different types of objects but the table is perhaps the m , I 
fundamental of these. A table is an object in your database that contains informal i n, I ~a h 
table that you define is made up of columns and rows. ach c lurnn r presents an auribut 
about the information that is stored in your table. Collectively, the columns form a r w in 
your table that represents a single occurrence of the information that the table rcpr s nt . 
For Online Shopping art & Ordering ystern, relational database rn del i n 
since it enables data stored in a way that minimizes duplicated data and eliminates rtain 
typ s of processing errors that can occur when data arc l red in other way . ::.ach tabl in 
the t · · sys em is stored 111 rows and columns form. However, not all r lations ar equally 
desirable. I· r some rclati 11 , changi11g the data can have undc irabl consequence , all d 
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4.4 E-R Model 
The logical representation of data can be pr s "'1\1 'i h 1 nssi n in '-I mod I. 
Roughly, this model describe the relation hip bctw n cntiri 'S th t r 111 lv d in the 
project and the attributes of both the entities and th ir relations hip in -R diagram, we 
have: 
>-- Rectangle, which refers to entity sets. 
);> Line, which links entity sets to relationship sets. 
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4.5 Data Dictionary 
Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System onsists t f . t :it l's. Th databa e 
structure in the system database are listed a below ti ns, \11 th" r lati n ar in the 
third normal form. 
Table 4.1 Table customer 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
FirstName VARCHAR 40 Customer's first name 
LastName VARCHAR 40 Customer's last name 
UserN{tme VARCHAR 40 Customer ID (Primary Key) 
Password VARCHAR 20 Customer's password 
ConfirmPasword VARCHAR 20 Customer confirms the password 
Email VARCHAR 40 Customer's email address 
Address VARCHAR 40 Customer's address 
City VARCHAR 20 City where customer reside 
State VARCHAR 20 State where customer r side 
Country VAR HAR 20 Country where cust mer resid 
Postal Code VARCHAR 20 Postal ode where cu torner r . id 
- Phone No VARCHAR 20 u torncr tel ph no 
AccountBalance Float Customer's account balance 
Table 4.2 Table transaction 
Field Name Data Type ize D script ion 
order no Auto Number Order ID (Primary Key) 
user id VAR HAR 20 Customer ID 
item no VARCllJ\R 20 It m Number 
item name VARCIIJ\R 60 Item Name 
quantity Int II Hem ' quantity 
date Date Date of transaction 
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Table 4.3 Table item 
Size - Field Name Data Type Description 
,_ 
item no VAR.CHAR 20 u zm ll Prim 1 1 K ) 
item name VAR.CHAR 0 It 'm's n m 
~ 
item_type VARCHAR 0 1t m : tip 
model VARCHAR 60 ltem model 
price Float Item s pnce 
~ 
4.6 Program Design 
Program design is a process to transfer the system requirement to system function. 
Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System will be designed based on the data flow oriented 
design, which divide the system modules and sub modules. 
4.6.l Structure Chart 
Generally, Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System can be divided into 2 modules, 
Which are customer/storefront module and administrator/backend module. ach main 
Tnodule can be further defined into several sub modules. Details on these 2 m dul s arc a 
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Administration Section 





Figure 4.4 Administration Section Structure Chart 
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4.7 Application Architecture 
Application Architecture is closely parallel with th' us •r t isks flow . The 
description of each sub module data now will be tat cd a th' foll :n iug: 
4.7.1 Registration Module 
This module will enable new user or non-memb r to r gister with the system. The 
system will require user to fill in a registration form and the user information will be kept in 
the database to process. 
4. 7.2 Login Module 
This module is responsible for allowing user to identify them to the system. If user 
is a valid user or authorized member of Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System, then 
User is allowed to log on into the system and continue browsing through the Web pages and 
rnake order. 
4.7.3 Edit/Update Customer Profile Module 
This part will enable authorized user to edit his/her own personal profile. AH. r u r 
filled the customer updating form, database will be update the particular user's inf rmati n 
in.to the customer table and the customer's profile is updated. 
4. 7.4 Shopping Cart & Ordering Module 
Once the user has been successfully regi tered on the system, the next phas rt h 
application will allow the user to select their dcsir cl products Ir m th tore. An r vi wing 
a11 the related product information, if user would like to made an order, h I he can add the 
Product into the shopping cart, ystcrn will display the pr duct being chosen in a tab! and 
llser is allowed to modify his/her shopping cart by remove or changing the ord r. If u er 
oulcl like to purchase, he/she an checkout the order. When h /she checkout, sy tern will 
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4. 7.5 Administrator - Order Module 
This module enables administrator to search, vi .w ind 
database. After administrator log on to the system, ord r pr fil n b vi ' d and deleted 
from the order records. 
4. 7.6 Administrator - Customer Module 
This module enables administrator to search, view and delete customer records in 
the database. After administrator log on to the system, customer profile can be viewed and 
deleted from the customer records. 
4.8 Data Flow Diagram 
Data flow diagram is a graphical characterization to illustrate how data flow in a 
system. By representing system process with data flow diagram, system could be easily 
understood by non-technical people. 
Generally, most data flow modeling methods use 4 types of symbols to represent '1· 
types of system components, which are process, data flow, data storage and entities. In this 
report, entity is depicted by named rectangle; process is depicted by named cir I ; data 
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Shopping Cart & Ordering Module 
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Edit/Update Customer Profile Module 
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Figure 4.9 Edit/Update Customer Profile Module 
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Administrator - Customer Module 
Search User LO ... Administrator 




~u tomer detail 
Display customer detail 
I Transaction detail 
Figure 4.1 l Administrator - Customer Module 
4.9 User Interface Design 
User Interface Design plays an important role in system development. 
Interactive and user friendly interface enables users to interact with computer more 
efficiently. These simple and get easy-to-navigate interfaces help users to olve their 
problems when they browse through the system. The design inv Ives p citying, d signing 
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4.9.l Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System rcen Design 
Basically, Online Shopping art & rd crinu yst nu int rf l le ign is 
presented in the form of Web pages. Screen designs ar formatte m standard layout to 
generate a better and user-friendly interface, so that vari u t pes of information, 
instruction and messages always appear in the same general display areas. 
During the user interface design of this system, the following issues have been taken 
into consideration. 
) File size 
) Consistent font and colour 
) Error checking and error message for the invalid input. 
Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System interface design can be divided into two 
Parts, which are navigation bar and working area. Navigation bar is simply a few functi n 
bt1ttons that will guide the users to browse through the significant Web pages in the system 
easily. As for the working area is a part of the Web pages that will interact with user input 
and it also provides a place to display results and information. The standard layout can 
t ach users how to use the system effectively and let users familiar with the system. Pag 
layout features are kept strictly consistent to maintain a site wide characteristic look and 
el. 
There are 2 interfaces section in nline hopping art & rdcring ystem which 
are customer/storefront section and adrninistrator/backend ection. ach section will 
dorm its own functions and these interface will re igned in a interc ting way t g. in 
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Since this web page is purposed to providing a sho; pin' art mi rd .rin stem, 
thus content of the shopping cart is displayed in a tabl form tint th" r ad rat on glance 
can grasp it. 
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5.0 System Implementation 
The implementation phase takes place after th s st im Jcsi 'H l h s '. st rn 
i rnplemenration is a process that convert the system rcquir m cuts an :l sign int program 
codes. This phase at time involves some modifications t th' previous d sign. 
5.1 Development Environment 
The development environment is crucial for the rapid development of Web-based 
Online shopping Cart & Ordering System. Development environment consists of hardware 
and software configurations. Using the suitable hardware and software is an important 
factor to determine the successful of a project. 
S, 1.1 Hardware Configurations 
The following hardware specifications have been used to develop this system: 
~ Intel Pentium(lll) 450Mhz processor 
>-- 256MB SD RAM 
).> 6.4 GB Hard Disk 
~ 15" 256-colour monitor capable of 800 x 600 resolution 
~ 1.44 MJ3 Floppy Drive 
>-- 52X D-ROM Drive 
)..- Speaker 
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5.1.2 Software Configurations 
The software tools used for system development arc vital t 
implementation of Online Shopping Cart & Ord ring yst m. Th" s ifications 
used in the development of this project are illustrated in Tabl 5. I. 
Software Usage D scription 
Microsoft Windows 98 System Development Operating System 
PHPTriad 2. l l System Requirements Apache web server, 
PHP&MvSQL 
EditPlus v2.10 System Development PHP editor 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 and System Requirements Web browser 
above 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 System Development Graphics Editor 
Adobe ImageReady 2.0 System Development Graphics Editor 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 3.0 System Development HTML editing 
Microsoft Word System Development Documentation 
Notepad System Development HTML editing 
Table 5. 1 Software Configurations 
5.2 Project Development 
The design must be translated into the form that can b und r to d by the machin . 
The development of the web-based information system basically including 3 stages, which 
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5.2.1 Data Preparation 
5.2.1.1 Still Images 
Still images, mainly are buttons, are included in the vari us pa i ' ithin the web 
application, with the primary objective being to provide the us r ' ith link to the related 
VVeb pages. These still images are GTF89A (.git) interleav d graphic format. All of the 
irnages are created and edited using graphics editor such as Adobe Photoshop 6.0 and 
Adobe ImageReady 2.0. These images have optimized file size for faster web delivery. 
S .. 2.2 Database Connection 
We use MySQL database for Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System. It is 
created using PHPMyAdmin in PHPTriad. By using this, creation and modification can be 
l'l:lade easily. It is an important step to do before the coding of web pages that involve 
PrQcess of data input by user that involve the database. 
S .. 2.3 Coding 
The design must be translated into the form that can be understood by the machin . 
°l'h.e code generation step performs this task. Since this is a web-based ordering ystem, th 
Scripts are coded using HTML, server side script and client side script that should support 
C\.Q.rj enhance the web application. 
S .. ~.3.1 HTML 
HTML is mainly coded with using Macrornedia Dreamweavcr 3.0, a great 1 ITM 
i tor that provides many drag-and drop functions and user-friendly interface. W b page i 
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5.2.3.2 Java Script 
JavaScript used as a client-side script for prompt up an al crt \ in i \ wh n the user 
input data is invalid. 
5.2.3.3 Server-Side Scripts 
A script that is interpreted by the web server is called a server-side script. A server- 
side script is an instruction set that is processed by the server, and which generates HTML. 
The resulting HTML is sent as part of the HTTP response to the browser. 
5.2.3.3.1 Personal Home Page (PHP) 
PHP is coded using EditPlus. It is a server-side scripting language used for creating 
dynamic web pages. In this project, all the server-side scripting is written for process that 
involves the database. 
5.2.3.4 Coding Principles 
Several principles are applied during the development of this system to ensure that th 
quality and the proper structure in the code generation. 
I. Readability 
Codes should be easy to read and understandable. lt is very imp rtant wh n it 
comes to the enhancement of the system in the future by other people. ln addition, the 
meaningful variable names and statement labels will also be helpful in reading and 
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IJ. Maintainability 
Codes should be easy to read, corrected and revised. odes t lint p ~rf t m fun 'ti 11 for 
tried as 
simple as possible with doing in separate module. It i nil d l upling. 
III. Robustness 
Robustness refers to the quality that causes a system to be able to handle 
unexpected error and echo back with proper responses. Errors handling should be done 
to increase the robustness of the system. Appropriate errors message should be 
displayed response to user's input. System failure should be minimized or avoid it to be 
happened. 
S.3 Example PHP Coding 




$http_host = "localhost"; 




//database containing the tables 
//HTTP host 
//Path, where application is installed 
~?php 
Figure 5. l Example PHP coding (common. php) 
This example file is called common.php file. It is included in every * php file in th 
Y tern. Every database connection requires the name of the database, database erv r, 
database login id and database password. As the Sdocroot is the name of the folder wh r 
C\ll the files is stored. HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is the protocol your web brow r 
ll rs when you access the web sites. Since this system is applied as intranet, o the 
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header(" Location: http ://$http _host/$docroot/shop. php" ); 
Figure 5.2 Example .PHP coding of ending 1 lTTP h 'n r stat m nt 
The header function is to direct the browser to another png . It in ludes the name of 
the file and the path where application is installed. 
II Open a persistent connection with the MySQI server 
if (!($link= mysql_pconnect ($db_server,$db_login, $db_password))) { 
II DisplayErrMsg(sprintf("internal error o/od:o/os\n", 
II mysql_errno(), mysql_error())); 





Figure 5.3 Example PHP coding ofMySQL server connection statement and SQL 
command 
II Do the user/password authentication 
if (!($result= mysql_db_query("$db", "select* from customer where 
. UserName='$user'"))) { 




Every *.php file will open a database connection with the My QL erv r. 
Mysql pco1111ect will create a persistent connection to a My QL ervcr. Thi nn ti n 
will remain open, even after the Pl LP program that opened the connection has exited. Next 
time the PHP . ~ · 
program can use the previous open connection. 1 hen the next statement 1 to 
execute SQL commands. This statement is called data manipulation statement such a 
INS RT, DEL T , S . 
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function deleteCookies() 
{ 
II delete all the old cookies 




II Display error messages 





function authenticateUser($user, $password) 
{ 
global $db_server, $http_host, $db_Iogin, $db_password, $db, $docroot; 
II Open a persistent connection with the MySQI server 
if (!($link= mysql_pconnect ($db_server,$db_Iogin, $db_password))) { 
II DisplayErrMsg(sprintf("internal error %d:%s\n", 
II mysql_errno(), mysql_error())); 





II Do the user/password authentication 
if (!($result= mysql_db_query("$db", "select* from customer where 
UserName='$user"'))) { 




if (($row= mysql_fetch_array($result)) && ($password== $row["Password"] 
&& $password != "")) 
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} 
?> 
setcookie("items _ tray[$I]", ""); 
setcookie("quantity[$I]", ""); 
} 
setcookie("items _tray", ""): 
setcookie("total_items", "''); 
setcookie("quantity", ""); 
Figure 5.4 Example of PHP coding (function.php) 
This example file is called function.php file. It is included in every *php file in the 
system. It provided display error message function, user/password authentication function 




function checkEmail($address) { 






II Check if all the form entries are entered, if any form entry 
II is missing then send, error message page 
if ( (trim($FirstName)=="") II (trim($LastName)=="") II 
(trim($UserName)=="") II (trim($Password)=-="") II 
(trim($ConfirmPassword)=='"') II (trim($Email)--"") II 
(trim($Acldress)=="") II (trim($ ity)=="") II 
(trim($State)=="") II (trim($ ountry)->")" II 
(trim($Postal ,ode)-"""1111) II tri111($Pho11cN ) ~""))) { 
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exit(); 
} else if ($Password != $Confirm Password) { 
II If both the passwords are not the same then generate rror m s ag 
header("Location:http://$http_host/$docroot/error3.html"); 
exit(); 
} else if (lcheckEmail($Email)) { 




II Open a persistent connection with the Database 
if (!($link= mysql_pconnect ($db_server, $db_login, $db_password))) { 




II Create the user record 
$balance= 0.00; 
if (!($newresult = mysql_db_query($db, "INSERT INTO customer 
(FirstN ame,LastN arne.U serN ame,Password, Confirm Password, Emai I, Add res , i ty, 
State, Country,PostalCode, PhoneNo, Account Balance) VA LU ES 
('$FirstN ame', '$LastName', '$ U serName', '$Password', '$Confirm Password', 
'$Email', '$Address', '$City', '$State', '$Country', '$.Postal Code', '$PhoneNo', '$ba a nee')"))) { 




/*If Registration Successful, then display, else display error msg */ 
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6.0 System Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
No matter how good we written programs, it is b i us th t fr m th ariety of 
environments which are possible, we should check to en ur th t ur modules have 
functioned correctly. 
System testing is a critical phase that ensures the system fulfills user requirements. 
Testing is performed to detect the existence of faults and then try to correct it. Therefore, a 
systematically test procedure is need to make sure the system is tested thoroughly and 
completely. 
First, each module or program unit is tested separately. Such testing is called unit 
testing. Then, integration testing is conducted to verify that the program units work together 
as designed. Each module contains functions and procedures that must be checked and 
tested carefully. Finally, overall system testing used to test the overall system. 
6.2 Unit Testing 
The unit testing was conducted throughout the implementation once a new unit was 
successfully built up. Each unit is tested independently to ensure that it operates correctly. 
Functions and procedures in each module are examined carefully for errors. 
For this system, every module is tested separately. It is to ensure that every function 
in the module is performed as desire. 
For page that process user's input data such as regi tration functi n f r new 
member, user input validation is tested in this stage to ensure proper entry for very fields in 
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6.3 Integration Testing 
After integration, the system as a whole is tested a rain. Into irnti n t estinc is arried 
out to test the system that proved to work correctly and rn t th' bjc rives. ln thi tage of 
testing, each module contains functions and procedures is h k d and te ted carefully. 
These sub-functions may call other sub-functions and tests are carried out to ensure all 
possible paths are tested. Besides, all links in the web pages are tested. It is to ensure that 
every one of the hyperlink can lead to an existing and correct destination page. 
6.4 Sub-system Testing 
The system testing was done by first browsing the web application without login, 
then register, login. Records are ensured have been added or updated into the database. 
6.5 Overall system Testing 
System testing is actually a series of being carried out to fully exercise parallel in 
the system. This testing is used to ensure that all the components or modules of the system 
are functioning properly. 
6.6 Acceptance Testing 
The acceptance testing commences when the system is ready to be used. The 
usability testing is done and performed by the users. Users involved in this stage to mak 
sure the system meets their understanding or the requirements, which may be different from 
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requirements specification at the early stage of the system developm nt. urin l th' t t , 
besides the functionality of shopping cart is demonstrated t th' us rs, the users ma 1 nlso 
experience online shopping and placing order on the Web. 
Some page and function have been added and improved bas n th users' comment 
a-fler they test the system: 
};:> For page that manipulate the quantity of item in the user s shopping cart, user's 
entry to modify the item quantity is tested to ensure that only number or integer is 
entered for the quantity field. An alert window is prompt out for every invalid entry. 
-,. For page that retrieve and display the available record at the database such as 
display customer record function and transaction of the day function at store back 
site, if the table of customer and transaction is empty, the function will display a 
message to tell the user that is no record found. 
)'> For page that display the shopping cart table, the system will prompt out the 
message to tell the user that their shopping cart i empty if they delete all their 
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7.0 System Evaluation 
In this phase, Online Shopping Cart & Ordering ._ yst cm ' s v luat d to identify 
its strengths, limitations, and proposals were mad for th futur cnh n cm nts. 
7.1 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
As this project has to be done within a short span of time and a lot of technical 
issues need to be resolved, a number of problems were encountered throughout the 
development of this system. Solutions have been sought during testing and reference check 
with course mates. Encountering with these problems has been proven to be a valuable 
learning experience. 
7.1.1 Difficulties In Determining The Scope Of The System 
It is impossible to build a full-scale complete system within the short time frame. 
Not all the ordering alternatives are put into the system. The project supervisor gave some 
advices and opinions for me to outline the scope of the project during the initial stages. On 
the other hand, the results of studying on the existing system have given an outlook or the 
system scope. 
7.1.2 Problems In Choosing Tools And Language 
There are quite a number of scripting languages. All the scripting language and 
tools allows the user to achieve the same end-result-that dynamic web application. Thus, it 
is difficult to determine the most appropriate language and tools for the development or 
Online Shopping Cart & Ordering System. 
To gain more information of web-based and determine the most appropriate 
approach to use, in depth studies and research on the web based programming language 
was carried out in the earlier stage of the development. 
These activities include lntemer surfing, reading topic related magazuie and 
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members and course mates engaging in similar project were ondu t cd t 
opinions and ideas. 
Ile 't their 
7 .1.3 Lack Of Knowledge In The Languages And Tools 
As there is no prior knowledge in programming in a ' eb-bas d nvironment, a lot 
of studies need to be done. Due to the time constraint, learning and d eloping process was 
done in parallel. New programming languages like PHP and HTML need to be learnt 
Within a short time span. During the development of the system, a lot of time spent in 
loGk:ing for solutions to solve the problems that were occurred during the time. 
Without a strong base of the PHP language, a lot of time has been taken to self- 
Studies to improve my knowledge about PfIl'. Besides, lack of experience with using 
breamweaver and Adobe Photoshop, an authoring software that has much different with 
the software ever used, a lot of time is consumed to learn it while creating a new image. 
These problems were tried to be solved through the Internet surfing by downloading 
tutorial notes and finding solution in forums such as newsgroup. 
7 .. 2 System Strengths 
There are several advantages of this system as listed below: 
7 .. 2.1 User Friendliness 
The system interface design is attractive, user friendly and easily understood by any 
ll ers. Tt tells the users how to work with this system. Users have the controls of the sy t m 
il.tnction flow by just click on the button. It incorporates a standard homepage with fl 
~<Jnsistent environment. 
7 .. 2.2 Easy Accessible 
This system is a web-based application and can be accessed easily using the web 
l'Qwser such as Microsoft lnt met Exp! rer 5. or Netscape Navigator 4.7, which b th ar 
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7.2.3 Ease To Use 
This system is very easy to use. The commands and the la uts ar simpl >, logi al, 
tidy and well organized. Therefore, it is easy to learn up, use and uni erst \11 i ibl '. 
7.2.4 Password Protected Administrator Site 
This Web-based Administrator Storeback for Online Shopping Cart & Ordering 
System, is a password-protected site. Giving authorized administrator ID and password 
prohibit unauthorized administrators prohibited from accessing his or her company records 
stored in the database. This also prevents intruders from intentionally or unintentionally 
causing vast damages to the system. 
7.2.5 System Transparency 
System transparency refers to the condition where the users do not need to know 
where the database resides, how is the system structure, its database management system 
and anything related to the system built. Users are just required to know how to 
communicate with the user interface. 
7.2.6 Relatively Fast Response In Document Retrieval from Server 
Each web page is designed to be lightweight. The response time to rel rieve 
information such as customer profiles, product available in the store and shopping cart is 
within a reasonable interval time to ensure users need not wait too long to view the pages. 
Heavy graphics is avoided. 
7.2. 7 Reliable System with Effective Errors Handling 
Data input of user is validated and verified to prevent errors caused by the invalid 
input. If there is an input failure, an error message is prompted to inform the user about the 
error. For example, there is an error message prompted for retry login when user input the 
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7.2.8 Accuracy on Calculation 
The system is precise on computations and control. pping irt & 
Ordering System is designed to calculate, remove, de! re and re alculnto ust m r 's 
selected items precisely without any errors. 
7.3 System Limitations 
However, there are limitations in this system that are not resolved yet. 
7.3.1 Limited Functionality 
This system provides only a few functions to user. Shopping for placing product in 
the wishing list does not exist in this system. On the other hand, the Storeback Office does 
not provide a print out function generate any printed reports for the management. Even 
though above-mentioned functionality is out of the scope of this system, it is an advantage 
to enhance the system. 
7.3.2 Web Browser Limitations 
These web pages are developed by using Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0. 1t is not 
fully tested in all web browser such as Netscape Navigator or latest version of Microsoft 
Internet Explorer. Thus, it may not display correctly by using other web browser except 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0. 
7.3.3 Email Facilities Not Integrated 
The email server is not integrated. If the administrator wants to reply to users, 
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7.4 Future Enhancements 
The system should be maintained throughout the lifetime of' th' , 1st nu be 
user requirements might vary from times to times. Enhancem cut in th" future ' ill ext nd 
the usability of this system. Moreover, the system limitations sh uld b improved to 
enhance functionality. 
Here are some suggestions and possible future enhancem nts: 
7.4. l Provide a Print Out and Email function For Management 
It is recommended that a print out function to be added so that the administrator can 
have any transaction record to be printed out. Besides, The current system is not completed 
with a mail server service. In future a mail server can be incorporated into this system 
where is allows the administrator to maintain the records through the administrator module. 
With this mailing capability, every user can be reached, by the administrator. 
7.4.2 Enhance User Interface 
User interface should enhance from time to time. Multimedia elements such as 
animated graphics and Flash movies should be added to increase its attractiveness, 
impressive and interactive. 
7.4.3 More Functionality Added 
More ordering alternatives such as placing an order m a wishing list before 
checkout should be added to provide more interactivity. A web site that has more 
functionality provides more flexibility and interactivity to users. 
7.4.4 Develop For Other Platform 
The web page should be designed to enable it to be viewed properly in other 
browser such as Netscape Navigator. lt is becau e not every Internet User u ing Micro oft 



















In conclusion, this system has fulfilled its objective and re 1uir nu ent . The aim of 
this project is to develop Online Shopping Cart & Ordering y t m for n mp ny provides 
a free e-commerce development package for the dealer. With this pr j t, d alers can build 
their own e-store free to sell their products online to its custom rs. Therefore, this project 
has been proposed to develop and .to apply with the initiative, idea and motivation toward 
realizing the objectives of the system. 
This project is very important and beneficial. In the process of developing the 
system, a lot of useful knowledge and valuable experience were gained. These include 
knowledge in setting up PHPTriad, Internet technologies, and concepts in coding, 
programming in HTML, PHP , MySQL and others are valuable experiences. 
Besides, experience in graphic editing using Adobe Photoshop and Adobe 
ImageReady also provides me a great chance to learn these tools. 
The most important is, I have learned a lot of how to find out the solution whenever 
I encountered problems about developing an application. 
Finally, there are many individual skills can learn from this project. Mainly it is the 
communication skills with people for asking opinions, advices, guidance and help. Besides, 
this project has given me a profound impact in management. AH the problems faced and 
experience gained during the system development would be useful in my future career 
since era is now moving towards Internet technology that requires decent technical and 
practical knowledge in development of web application. In conclusion, involving in e- 
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ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) : an application program interfa ' fr m ~ \\ r n that 
lets programmers writing Windows applications get access t n r Inti n l l r n nr l ti nal 
database from both Microsoft and other database providers. 
Apache : this is a web server that used to handling PHP 
Application program interface (API) : the specific method prescribed by a computer 
operating system or by application program by which a programmer writing an application 
program can make requests of the operating system or another application. 
Client/server : describes the relationship between two computer progran1s in which one 
program, the client, makes a service request from another program, the server, which 
fulfills the request. 
Database : a collection of related data that can serve multiple purpose, support multiple 
users and designed to meet the infonnation needs of an organization. 
EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) : a standard format for exchanging business data. 
Entity-Relationship Diagram (ER-Diagram) : a data modeling technique that creates a 
graphical representation of the entities, and the relationships between entities, 
within an information system. 
Flash : a popular authoring software developed by Macromedia. First introduced in 
1996. 
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) : this is a standard Internet protocol which is the simplest 
way to exchange files between computers on the Internet. FTP is commonly used download 
programs and other files from other servers. 
Graphical User Interface (GUT) : a graphical (rather than purely textual) u er interface 
to a computer, which let you interact by using a mouse rather than by having to type in 
keyboard commands. 
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) The behind-the-scene Internet protocol that 
delivers information by way of the World Wide Web. The protocol makes it possible for a 
user to use a client program to enter a URL (or click a hyperlink) and receive text, graphic, 
sound and other digital information from a web server. 
IDE (lntegrnted Drive Electronics) : a standard electronic interface used between a 










Internet a loose association of thousands of networks and mi Iii ns m ut r a r s 
the world that all work together to share information. It was er at 'din l 
ISP (Internet service provider) a company that pr ides in ividuals and other 
companies access to the Internet and other related s 1 i ' su h as Web site 
building and virtual hosting. 
JavaScript : a scripting language that is a special kind of pr gramming language used to 
tie other components together or to accept user input. 
0])BC (Open Database Connectivity) : A standard protocol for accessing information 
in SQL database servers, such as MySQL. ODBC drivers enable MySQL to connect to 
these SQL database servers and access data in the SQL database. 
n.eiational Database Management System (RDBMS) : a program that lets you create, 
Update, and administer a relational database. An RDBMS takes Structured Query Language 
(SQL) statements entered by a user or contained in an application program and creates, 
Updates, or provides access to the database. 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) : a commonly-used protocol for managing the security of a 
lll.essage transmission on the Internet. 
Sll:T (Secure Electronic Transaction) a system for ensuring the security of financial 
transactions on the Internet. 
SQL (Structured Query Language) : a standard interactive and programming language 
for getting information from and updating a database. Queries take the form of a command 
language that lets you select, insert, update, find out the location of data, and so forth. 
l'e~t Editor : a computer program that lets a user enter, change, store, and usually print 
te)(t (characters and numbers, each encoded by the computer and its in ..it and output 
devices, arranged to have meaning to users or to other programs). 
l't'ansmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/JP) : the basic communication 
language or protocol of the Internet. When you are set up with direct access to the Internet, 
Your computer is provided with a copy of the TCP/lP program just as every other computer 
that you may send messages to or get information from also has a c py f1 P/IP. 
lJ~L (Uniform Resource Locator) : a compact representation of the location and access 
l'l1ethod for a resource available via the Internet. It used to specified Web locations by 
l.J~Ls of files on web servers begin with http://. 
\.V3c (The World Wide W •l> onsortium) 
8Pecifies of the web. 










Web Browser it is able to read the HTML language on a pag and tran I te it to a 
displayable image. Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape Na ·' t )r ire put r w b 
browser. 
Web Server a program that using client/server model and th \¥Wv 
the files that from web pages to web users. 
HTTP, serves 
WWW (World Wide Web) : WWW is subset fth N t. It is a ollection of interlinked 
documents that work together using specific Internet protocol called HTTP. The Web 
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1.0 PHP Triad 
1.1 J nstalltion instructions 
1. Browse the CD and click on the PHPTriad set up lo sin rt th' s 't up )!' Pl ll'Triad 
into your PC. 
2. After the set up pr ccss is cornplct , pen th fold 'r nam cd '' 11 1 'he" in the 
directory where you in tall Pl IPTriad. 
3. ln the "apa ·he" folder, pen th fold r nam d "mysq]' , next ntinu by open the 
folder named "hid', click on the "wininysqladtnin.exe" i on a. shown below: 
winmysqladmln.exe 
4. Then, it will prompt a window named WinMySQLadmin 1.0 and user is required 
to enter the user name and password for the MySQL database server. 
Warning: The same useruame and password has to be appear in the 
$db_login and $db_password in file named "common.php" in 
"shoppingcart" folder. 
$db_login = u er 
$db_pnssword =pnssword 
5. After configure the MyS , user has to copy the folder named "shoppingcart" in 
' 
the D into the folder named "htdocs" under the "apache" folder. This folder 
includes all the PHP files and l lTML files which is used in the system. 
Warnin : The same folder name "shoppingcart" has to be appear in the 
Sdo root in file named "conunon.php". If you change the folder name, you 
also has to hau ze the value assi ncd for Sdocroot as well. 
6· N t, c py the f Ider named "shop' in the D into the folder named "data' 
under the "111 -sq!" fold r in "apa .he" fold r. Thi "shop" folder contains the 
datnbn c data i11 111 , 1st xu. 'o, now Pl ll'Trind will crcat a databa named 
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1.2 Start Apache 
] . Start the Apache Webserver. Now run the server by sel tin r st irt m mu, 
Program, PHPTriad. (Repeat this step for cverytimc bcf] r )ll ' 
my system.) 
Start Menu __ ._.. Programs __ .. Pl IPTrind 
2. Open the file in your browser. 
Start Menu --• Programs --•IJll> Pl IPTriad ..., Launch Site 
In the address field of the browser, open file by enter 
"ht tp://$h Up _host/$docroot/filc name" 
a. 'Or ustomer Section (Storefront) 
Enter : htt ://localhosUshoppingcart/home. html 
b. For Administration Section (Storeback) 
nter: htt ://localhosUsho in carUstore back.html 
The default admin id and password is : admin & admin. 
3. Jfyou want to acce s to the database of the shopping cart & ordering system, open 
the PI IPMyAdmin in y ur br wscr, 
Start Menu Programs .,. PHPTriad ..., PHPMyAdmin 
elect the databa c named "shop" in the left menu of the PHPMyAdmin. lt will 
di play the tables available in the database. You can browse the content f the 
tables by clicking the hyperlink text "Browse" on the corresponding table. 
4. lf you want t check your database username and password, you can pen th 
WinMy adrnin 1.0 which app ar at the tartup menu ("ri iht c nncr bottom at 
the screen and it look like a traffic light'), right hand click and choose "show 
me". 
nd r the "my.ini 'S,'t11p" tab in WinMy Q admin 1.0, it will show the database 
serv r u rnamc and pas word. After that, click butt n named "Hide me" under 
the "l·.11virm11111111" tab. 
5. Afl r browse thr u h th· sho] pin' iart 
'I 'I' 0 tr!- , 
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2.0 Introduction 
Basically, the Shopping Cart and Ordering System can be divid int _ s cti ns: 
Customer Section (Storefront) and Administrator Section (St r ba k), 
The customer section is designed to funct i 11 a fin onlin 
displays all the products available at the w b pa, . . rs on Add th 
available in the store in their shopping cart. The shoppin art . , t m will k tr k of 
users ordering information and enable u erst mnnipulntc th ir or L. 
For the admini trator section, the system admini trators ar grnnt d to access the 
system to manipulate customer profile and order records. 
OS 0 system is very easy to use and understood by any users. All the functions 
in the system can be easily executed by a simple click on the link or button. 
This user manual provides the instruction on how to use this system. 
2.1 Hardware Requirements 
Personal computer with 
• At least 2MB fRAM 
• At lea t I OOMB of free space in Hard disk. 
• 256-color monitor capable of resolution 800 X 600 pixels 
2.2 Software Requirements 
• Wind w /98 r Win NT/2000 
• PHPTriad 2.11 










3.0 Getting Started 
3.1 Customer Section 
Customer Section rs a sen es of web pa res that will Rihn mst tu ~1 ~ fr m 
browsing the content of the web site to makin ) ord 1 in) , . i. t m nd 
updating their own profile. 
3.1.l Log in & New Member R gi (ration 
The ystcm will provide a login yst rn f r authoriz d m mb r t shop on-line. 
Figure 3. 1 illustrates the login panel for the member. Authorized member of Online 
Shopping art & Ordering System can ent r the user identification (user id) and 
password to login into the ystem. rrors handling take place too. If user has failed to 
login, user will prompt to login again. After user has login, on the top frame of the page 
will display the user's name. 
As for the new visitors who wish to register themselves as authorized members, 
just click on the "Register Here" text with link to another page which will display a 
registration form for them to register. ·igure 3.2 illustrates the registration form for the 
new member. As thi page will process user's input data in registration function, so user 
input validati n i I ted in thi ta' ensure pr per entry fi r very ficlda in th 
registration form. An error mes age page will displayed to inform the user to re- nt r th 
missing data field and invalid data field such a invalid email addre and in 
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After they are successfully registered to the system, a successful m issago vv ul 
be displayed and they will take back to the login panel by Ii k on 1 h h. l t link 1 utt n 
"Login Now". 
3.1.2 Viewing & Updating ustorn r Profit 
After log on to the syst m, hyperlink butt 
of the web page according the name r buttons. 
ontents 
'IE.,YUre .3 On tent f the tore 
U er can update their wn profil . Thi part will nabl auth riz d u r t dit 
his/her own personal pr file a any chan res ccur. Afl r u r fill d th 
form database will b update the particular u er ' inf' rmati n int the cu t mer ta I 
and the u er ' pr Iii i updat d. Then, us r can c ntinu r updat th ir 











nr 1 N11m11 ~! . --~.- .• :J 
·- .... J LMt N11mo 
City 
Rs. Madi1on St"ec:)__ J 
[Bo•lo!!-.. _____:.) 
pdate ustomer Profile form 
3.1.3 Process Customer Ordering 
U ers can access t the sh ppin rd rinu sy t m by electing the de ired catalog 
of products after log n to the sy tern. It will display a list of pr ducts availabl in th 











I I Por tabl DVD Play 1· 
H mo nt alnment Sy. t .m 




0 IJlll' it 
0 Disc Ploy r 
Portable En rtelnrn 
DCJ I CSl<TT 
Mlll9.Q 
Ch ck lht ~•rn th t you with lo huy thtl\ he!< on !.d4 to rt 
Figure 3.5 t of Pr ducts in the t re 
They can elect m re than ne pr duct at ne time by 
is di played on the right side f each pr duct de cripti n. Afl r 
kb x that 
I ct th ir d tr d 
product , they can add their pr duct in the sh pping cart by click n the h 
"Add to cart". Th n, the select d product will di pin in th us r ' art. ~i urc 










~;.~';f-~fr,,,,.1jt:;.;;~··~/i*.i~·;i:p;:t~1·1•X1·~: .. H~1t iW 1,, \iliur i1iulpp1;1{1'e/1;·i · r, .. ;,.I' ·':·' · •' .,, ,~·' ~. : ,~·,i~:--, .. " !~ .' ., .t 1;>" ~·Al'~ .. .t 1'f1 r 1,,lll,•1• 11"' ''· •111uf,: '"' ~ • ' •• • ~ t ' I ~... '. ' ~ I ' ,. 
NII. 1111111 l)111rnllty l'rko p r Unit 
t co Oise l'I• v r in M\>11 .s ·' •1-J .•. •'} 
2 Trlnllron W!:G/\ TV rn M3~99 99 u ....... w .. •.'1\ 
3 l"ortablo ovo Pluyor Ill RM31J9 ··- •:i 
~ Crnnza PrOJt>C\Or f1l p ~29Q9 ·•U ....• 
flCl~f ffr!tl'ttl~O '"""I II '"t tn,l!f~ .. lf In lllfl H~UI f'tr41 
• would you hko to ordor moro o(tho e mn ~em th 1 you hllW placed rn yoU1 ~st? JU!:I change lhe quantily and c 
on "11prle111·. 
• to romovn g" it m from lh 1111, jucl chli ga the qu~ntlty lo "O' tnd cllr.k o" '\Jpdato• o" Iha conespondmg ite 
ohown obCMJ. 
Continue Sho,plng 
Wanl 10 chop ror morv produc11? Plv n c•ck on ·cOl'lllnuv thoppin9· CQnt:inUfl S;,,qtR1»filt 
'igure 3.6 hopping art Table 
The hopping cart yslem will keep track of u er rdering infl rmati n and nab le 
users to manipulate their rders. er are allow d t 111 dir the rd r infl rnrnti 11 
including adding new item , changing it m's quantity, rem vm 
updating rd r quantity when ver they like. If the u r want t 
rdcr d it rn and 
rm re f the am 
item that they have pine d in the cat t, 
"update" button. n the other hand, t 
quantit 
th y an ju t han 1 the qu:rntity and click n 
remove an item fr m th art, ju t hange th 
" ' and lick n "upd t "1 ult 11 n th n· pondin it Ill. If 1b input d ta 
in the " unntity' fi •Id is n t an int t p , th' s Ht •m will pr mpt an al rt b 
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checkout to proceed to the payment system. The system will calculate th' tc t 11 iluc f 
the selected items. Figure 3. 7 illustrates the final stage of the hop pin 
System which will display the total balance f the order. 
·~j~·J'"~':jj'Y."!'~"~ 1; .. 11 ,,_:#l~~Ftlllb\orlntJ llhtrll Mb 1111/0llf drt· ... ~_.,. ~ ··· ~·· • '' ,. ~ :>.: · 
J '!J)J_L, ~·y._, •'il'~t'"I•/~·~ '"'·~~-/J _ ,.· 1 ,, , ..... •I\'.. '\Ill' , 1 't~• ... ,•._; .•,..•, 
No. ltom QuDnllly Pri per Unit 
l Trlnltron WCGA TV 1 RM3'199.99 
2 Portable OVO Ployet l RI 399 
a Cinoz Projoctor 1 RM2999 
4 CO O~c Player l RMl~O OS 
Tot.a: n11t 71).17.!lt 
Th nk you Ior pl cing en order with usl 
Please proceed to pevmcot nd hipping m nu. Contin14e· 
art nu i t lerin 
Button 
nn 1 the 
Tab! . I Functi n Pr vidcd in u t mer ccti 
3.2 Admini .trntiou c tion 
for' 11! ir to th' administrati )ll sit', admini nrat r hav · t 
s st 111. 11 r I • 't t cl 'Iii tit admin ii 11tili uion nd111i11 id 
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"adrnin" .. Figure 3.8 illustrates the login panel for the administrator. AH 'f 1 T n t 
the system, a main page of ad min site will display ftv h I crlink: l utt 
administrator to visit the web page accordin i th H iur J. 
illustrates the main page or the st r bf\ k sit . l l ispl ye m th 
administration section will be divid d into t hr fr m .. £3 th th 
left frame and header on the lop frame will ist thr u h ut th tim administrator 
browsing the information or u cs a function. lt i easy to us b ju t a mouse click on 
the buttons with link on the lcf frarn . Th r lated link \J ould appear in main frame, 
users could view the information in the main frame. The top frame will generate the 
header for every page and it does not provide any function. 
l\tlmln 10 lodm!'..,. 
lldmin ogin 
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Table 3.2 Administrator Aulh nti ation 
Administrator authentication 




Welcome to the odmin sitel 
choose your tool of m nagement to run ycx.r store. 
eaic '· T n .itl un 
·igure 3.9 Main page of the tore Back Office 
Button Function 
ct admiui Intl r search 
r' ord 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1 
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3.2.1 Customer Record 
System will enable administrator to manipulate authoriz d us r 
display a list of authorized member for the store. Admini: trat 
view his/her profile by click on "Delete" or "View Derail" butt 
user. From view detail page, administrat r an also vi w th tr ns ;ti n 
user. If there is no customer record in the databns , s u m' ill di.pl 1 
customer record to be displayed" 011 the scr en . 





!JL•'i r t)ou10U10Web IDO\tn,.,G1;Qo 
. 'J EM '. .£dj ' 1£..iw J'(Oit .. : LO...-" ~\> ·'' . . J."-' •. _. ·r· W~l'r@~!' .. 
• /AVht1 lf!l w1p1~m~1....,,,,,'<;ho<c1""e hl>ei<hll!>I 
Welcome to 
escom Store Bnck Office 
Customer nccords----·------~-------, 
Nnmo 
lex ol xoo1<ai us.com 
- ·--·-·--·--··--·--------- ..... 
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Nnmo1 Inn nq ::ieh 
U nrN mrn u nq1choa 
Fmnll: 
llllrlniu: M<I, lln 17/16,C IO 
Sci ")Or ,Mal ysla 
Figure 3.1 l View ustomer Profile ( -r m ustomer Record) 
3.2.2 Search Customer 
The administrator also can search or retrieved the customer detail dynami ally. 
By enter the requir d carch k yw rd - u rnamc f the customer, the 'Y ·t m will start 
searching into the cust mer table. lf the keyword matche with the " crt-lamc" in th 
table, it will display the customer detail. In the customer detail page, th adminit trat r is 
given option to delete the user rec rd or view the tran action record f that u er. 
Meanwhile, if no record found, the system will require the administrator t re-enter th 










lintrr the 1 tom r 11. rn : 
Figure 3.12 earch u tomer Panel 
Welcome to 
escom Store Back Office 
N111,.ber or ·co~ found: l 
eiir< customf'r · 
111 r N m11: 
e I(. I (olllUtll~n 
I tt111ll: 
t11 , Jin l7/1C1,qo100 
:;ol n r ,M:-il y I 
l'h1lltll No: 
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3.2.3 View Transaction 
System will enable administrator to manipulate ord r s re .ords. ThL l ' ''ill 
display all the transaction record on by that present day. If th 
view further information on the particular order, he/she an Ii k on th h. '1 rlink 
No" on the corresponding order rec rd. lt will I cl to th ord 1 d t it p . ThL p rt 
allow administrator t view r delete the ord r. 
Welcome to 
escom Store Back Office 
Tronsection of the Doy---------------..-.. 
OrdnrNn. llnm No. Qul'lntlty 01!1 Rtlrtu Cu~om11r N11me 
l OCH 2002-01-00 Chee out slao9schee 
:! ~ 2002-01-()6 Choc~ou ~· ng,ch 
J nm :>tlO? ·l11-tlf• tiockou sl. ngsch11 
001 2002-<l 1-<lG Ch cltou Si rl<JJCh 
(l()l s 002-01-00 Choc~oul IQM 
~ 00 ;> '002 J-06 hOCkOIJ I M ·-· 
ustomcr ~t~ll' 
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Welcome to 
escom ,.,~, ,, ' 
Order· fkcol"d- _,, _ 
011 r Nn. 1 
. urc aur rn•r, Cu~ton111r N 111111 alnx 
Hom Nn.: 1101 
1temN11n1n.: lr!nllron WEGI\ rv 
Qu1111llt.v: s 
Onto: 2002-01-oc. 
Figure 3 .15 Order Record (From Transaction of the Day) 
3.2.4 Search Transaction 
This function enables admini trat r t search order rec rd in the databa e. It 
pr vide tw way [searching fi r tran acti 11 r c rd: 
• Administrator can carch the tran action record f r certain day accord in > t the 
date of the tran action. 
• Or search the tran acti n record for user by entering the u er ' 
keyword for searching. 
The former way will di play a list of the transaction rec rd and adrnini trat r an 
view the ord r detail by mou e click on the rdcr ' hyperlink text, d rN . Th n, in the 
serNarne a th 
order record, he/she can cho se to delete the rd r r c rd in the database. 
If no r c rd i found, the y tern will pr mpt the adrnini trat rt car h again. 
The latter way will display a Ii t f th transa ti n r c rd f the c rrcsp nding 
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Welcome to 
escom 
r ti th rrnn nction re ord for d yi 
l'f!} I Jn1111euy iJ 
ustOIJlC!f, ecor ' 
View r'raniatUon ~ 
Or view the rroru lion dct lL f u er 
;ntcr th u. er n me : 
Figure 3 .16 Search Order Panel 
eSCOm StorcBnckOfficc 
s nrch Re ult-·-------· 
.u~tonu:r l\ccori:I 
OnhirNu. llnm Nn. Q1111ntlty Unto St.1111 CU,tQmnrNnnin 
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3.2.5 Logout 
Administrator can log out by clicking the logout button on the l ft fram 
in again to the admin site, just click on the hyperlink text " Ii ·k her ~,, th 
lead the administrator to the homepage of the tore ack ff • 
' 
Welcome to . 
'escom Store Bnc.k Office 
<;uslomcr Recor You have been logged outl 
· Plcosc .;lid< bsss: to login. 
Figure 3. 18 ogout ( tore Back ffice) 
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